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differ from all ofher
no element of uncertainty

he new Eastman "Pola-Screens”
screens

in

that there

is

connected with their use. Visual inspection of the
image on the ground gloss shows precisely the effect that

Tricky variations of
to the final print.
and atmosphere, color-transmission, color-sensitivlaboratory treatment, and so on, which con of times
deceive even the most experienced technician in matters of
filtering, hove nothing to do with the action of the polocarry through

will

lighting
ity,

screen:

if

you see the desired result on the ground gloss,

will see it in the negative.
For the benefit of those who hove not read the excellent article explaining these screens, which appeared in
the lost issue of this journal, it may be repeated here that
polo-screens ore not filters in any sense of the word, but
screens which, rightly manipulated, con cut out the plone-

you

polorized light rays which produce glare, reflections, etc.,
while hoving no effect upon the diffuse, un-polorized
rays which we use to form our picfure. Th.s action can
best be understood by the following rough simile: if you
focus o lamp (such os o standard ”18," for insfonce)
upon on object or surface, you often get o strong glory
reflection from that surface; in some instances, os for example polished melol surfaces, you get on image of the
lamp itself. If you place o diffusing screen on the lamp,
In the first
these reflections and the glare ore lessened.
instance, you get the glare because o great percentage of
the light-rays ore parallel, vibrating in essentially the some

surface

striking the

plane;

together.

In

the second

what scattered the

rays;

together,

Shooting through store
without pola-screen.

window, note reflections

they tend to reflect

the diffuser has somefrom innumerable angles,

instance,
striking

Practical

they reflect diffusely, so that we see the object itself,
Often in
rather than a glaring reflection of the light.
nature these two types of light rays travel together, and
separate
in
some
way
should
we
picture,
the
best
to get
the glare-producing rays from the diffuse rays which we
want to make our picture.
That is what the pola-screen does. When rotated to
it
stops the parallel, glare-producing
scattered ones which form the image
go through unchanged. This is why the
action of the pola-screen can be determined visually.
The use of these screens is wholly a matter af angles.

angle,

proper

the

rays,

of

but

the

lets

the

object

With the

lens

pointed at the object at

a certain

angle,

the pola-screen will give the maximum result; at other
angles, the glare-eliminating action is increasingly less. In
the same way, the pola-screen itself must be rotated to
the

angle at which

components

it

most completely stops the glare-

of the light; at other angles,

gressively less, until at right angles (90°)
position, it actually increases the glare in

What

are

these

angles?

For

its

action

is

pro-

to the optimutr.

many

eliminating

instances.
reflections,

—

or you don't need
need it badly
you don't need it, while it can hardly do any
harm if left on the camera, it will serve no useful purpose,
and will eat up quite a bit of light, for its multiplying

Either you

occasions.
it

at

all.

factor

is

If

4.

would seem that the polain exterior photogOn the stages, where the Cinematographer has his
lighting under perfect control, there should be less need for
and the fact
the pola-screen's glare-eliminating ability
that the screens demand two full stops increase in exposure is definitely a disadvantage when filming interiors.
The question has sometimes been asked, "is it not
For this latter reason, too,

screen
raphy.

will

find

its

it

greatest usefulness

—

and so on, the camera should be shooting
the object at an angle of 32°. For eliminating the glare
from "hot” skies, and for getting darkened skies such as
we get with a red filter, but without changing color-rendition of other areas, the lens should be pointed at an angle
of 90° away from fhe sun: in morning or evening, either
north or south; at noon, around the horizon in any direcThe position of the screen itself must always be
tion.
found by visual inspection; this is very simple, for half
a turn of the screen will instantly reveal at which position
it is most effective.

(even the graduated filters of this type) acts over the
whole area of the picture. The pola-screen, on the other
hand, is definitely selective. Where, with a pola-screen,
you can reduce or eliminate glare from any given area,
without in any way altering any other part of the field,
with a Neutral, you "tone down" not only the glare, but

Obviously, then, the pola-screen is not one of those
that can be put on a camera and virtually forFar from it: it is very decidedly a tool for special

every other part of the picture as well.
In the comparatively short time since pola-screens were
made available in Hollywood, a number of studios and indi-

glare on water,

devices
gotten.

possible to get the

density

filters,

to

is

this

same general

results

by using neutral

The answer
The Neutral Density filter

rather than the polo-screens?"

a decided negative.
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limited extent, also, these screens will eliminate

Ta a
the

glare

the

like.

from

brilliantly

lighted

white

walls,

roots,

and

Shooting into a strong back-light against water, as
the seashore, has always been regarded as a difficult
problem. In a test made by the writer, such a situation
was chosen. The scene was made at the beach, with a
pier extending seaward from the camera, several people
and a bit of beach in the foreground, against a background
of surging water illuminated by a brilliant, high back-light,
and a "hot" sky. Without the pola-screen, the shot was
at

almost a silhouette; the figures were virtually silhouetted,
there was no separation between the sea and sky, both of
which were lost in a blaze of white glare, into which the
end of the pier also melted. Rotating the pola-screen
to its optimum position, the glare was almost entirely eliminated: the tone of the water was darkened from white to
a fairly dark grey; the figures stood out cleorly, with an
apparent increase of detail in the shadows due to the removal of the glare; the end of the pier became pleasingly
visible.
Since the lens was pointed almost directly toward
the angle from which the sun shone, the sky was not
affected; and since the highlights from the curving crests
of the waves did not always present the ideal 32° angle
to the lens, enough of these moving catch-lights remained
Same scene

as

to give a pleasing effect.

opposite page, but pola-screen is
used to wipe out reflections.

Similarly,

tests

made by

Virgil

Miller, A.S.C., indicate

that by using pola-screens, shots into water can be made,
eliminating all glare and reflections from the surface, and
shawing rocks, fish, divers and so on to a considerable

depth.

from plate-glass stare windows are fretroublesome, especially when working on
have shown that pola-screens will eliminate these reflections almost entirely, and a few days
ago, Leon Shamroy, A.S.C., used the screens to simplify
such a problem on actual production. The action required
the camera to follow one of the players past a large
store-window and into the store. Across the street was a
large, light-calored building in brilliant sunlight; in the
normal caurse of events, the reflection of this building
Reflections

Angles

quently

very

Tests

location.

on the Use

of

Pold-Screens

would have made the shot obsolutely impossible: at best,
the scene would have had to be made in cuts, from less

by

Clyde De Vinna, A.S.C.

Thanks to the pola-screen, the shot
favorable angles.
was made as written, quickly and easily.
In the same way, reflections from the highly polished
sides of automobiles can give the Cinematographer infinite
trouble, and slow up production expensively. Milton Krasencountered two such shots recently, ond
ner, A.S.C.
solved the problem with polarizing screens. One of these
scenes was a travelling-shot, in which camera, perambu,

Cinematographers have made tests of them; some
few have even had opportunities to use them on actual

vidual

production.

Therefore,

while

it

is

yet

too

early

to

soy

how for their uses extend, we con already
examples of their application to proctical
problems.
For instance, applied to the problem of toning down
"hot" skies, and producing red-filtered sky effects, polascreens have proven that they can produce a wide range
of effects from a light grey sky down to an almost black
one for special effects
and at all times do this without
changing the rendition of other colors, such as faces, and
the like. As a rule, too, it may be said that this action
is
less dependent upon the purity of the sky's color than

with any finality
cite

several

production

—

is

conventional filtering.

lator,

A

track, etc,

reflected strongly in the side of the car.

twist of the pola-screen

—and

the reflections were wiped

The other shot was a stationary one, in which the
best lighting required a reflector at exactly the point where
The pola-screen eliminated
it would also reflect in the car.

away!

—

but did not affect the light
the reflection of the reflector
it threw on the player: a case of "killing" the reflector but

keeping
the
to

its

light!

Henry Freulich, A.S.C., in the course of his tests of
screens, was particularly impressed with their ability
skies under atmospheric conditions where nc

darken

ordinary

filter

could

be

used.

Photographers of outdoor

films will agree that at certain times of the year the sky

takes on a whitish glare which defies even the strongest rec
(Continued on Page 387r
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Are

Third-

and I' will not superimpose, for the pictures
from points
may not at all times be wholly aware
are dissimilar.
impression of every
it, but our brain always gets a double
object in the scene we are viewing except that particular
point or object upon which we are concentrating at the
Each time we change the point of concentration
instant.
to a closer or more distant point in the scene, all objects
I

We

rom

time

the

the

first

"living

flickered

picture"

F

across a screen, technicians and laymen alike have
dreamed of the ideal cinema, which would combine
sound, color and natural depth. Today we have accepted
sound as a commonplace, and color is edging toward real
perfection; the capture of the elusive "third dimension" of
Popular opinion,
depth, alone remains unaccomplished.
in consequence, has seized upon stereoscopy as the next
great advance expected of film technique. Scarcely a month
goes by without its rumors and printed reports of some
new process which will at last bring lifelike relief to the
screen: but none of these miracle-working processes have
as yet shown up in actual production.
A shot-gun fired at a warld map would give a fair
idea of the location

wrestling

with

the

have been spent

in

and the number
problem.

of inventors

Literally

millions

of

who

are

dollars

pursuit af the will-a-the-wisp of stere-

oscopy.
It is not the purpose of this article to make disparaging
should be
remarks about the conscientious investigator.
glad to help such individuals as much as possible. But
have na use for the promotional inventor who interests
people to invest money in schemes he himself knows to
have an almast equal disrespect for
be unworkable.
him who through ignorance of the technical essentials of
the problem he is seeking to solve, squanders the savings
Equally culpable is the sincere worker who
of investors.
in a misguided attempt to avoid plagiarism, neglects to
inform himself of what has previously been done in the
field. The secret of invention is exact knowledge of one's
problem, and of prior attempts at its solutian. The wise
investor, too, learns something at least of the fundamentals
of the problem before putting up his money.
What, then, are the fundamental facts of stereoscopy?
We see things stereoscopically because we have binocular vision
because we have two eyes. Conversely, a
camera photographs things flat because it has only one
its lens.
All that is necessary for stereoscopic motion
eye
pictures is to have a binocular camera and to present the
results to the audience so that each eye sees its approI

I

I

—

—

priate picture.

When we

observe a scene, each eye sees a different
the two pictures are not alike: the various
one picture bear a different relationship
to each other than they do in the other picture.
This is
called "parallax." In Figure One,
and I' represent two
A
eyes.
and B represent two posts. Eye
sees post B
on the left side of post A; eye I' sees post B on the right
side of post A.
If
we focus our attention on post A
that is, converge our eyes so the principal line of sight
of each eye crosses that of its mate at post A
then we
shall be conscious that past B is now apparently double.
We can quickly change our vision and focus our attention on post B, when it will seem to be a single post; at
the same time we are conscious that post A now appears
double. It is apparent, then, that two photographs taken
view;

that

components

is,

of the

I

I

—

of

which are forward or back af this concentration point are
the object iri
If
shifted from their former relationship.
the foreground is narrower than the distance between our
eyes, then to our binocular vision no part of the background is obscured. We can actually see around this object.
Now, if we make a pair of photographs from positions
and I', and present them in such a way that the beholder's right eye sees only the picture made from the
I

right-hand viewpoint, and the

left

eye sees only the

left-

we shall recreate not only form, but the
sense of depth and roundness as well.
This is what the ordinary stereocope does. The photographs are made in a dual camera, with two lenses apThe prints (which may
proximately 2.V2 inches apart.
hand

picture,

be either conventional paper positives or transparencies)
in a device which allows each eye to see only

are viewed

proper print.
On a laboratory scale, this can be done with fair success in motion pictures: but it invariably requires the use
of individual viewing-devices by each member of the audwhich rules it out as a commercial proposition.
ience
Quite a variety of processes of this type have been proits

—

Among them are systems in which the two pictures are printed on double-coated stock, dyed in complementary colors, and viewed through individual spectacles
posed.

having

lenses

of

these

colors,

each of which

filters

out

unwanted image; others in which synchronized shutters
perform the same service; and yet others depending on
the

polarized light to secure the separation.
In any event, such systems can hardly be applied to
film entertainment as we know it today. So our definition
of stereoscopic motion pictures must specify not alone
the creation of the illusion of depth and roundness, but a

system which will permit us to go into the theatre as we
now do with no eye aids whatsoever and enjoy this
sense of depth and roundness from any seat in the house.
A large order, indeed!
Surprisingly enough, this can be done with ordinary
equipment under more or less normal circumstances; in

—

—

being done quite frequently today! But here's
is done by a trick which can be used in normal
production only in rare instances! Many years ago a picture was exhibited, called "Cabiria," in which it was claimed stereoscopic results were attained. It was also claimed
that the method and apparatus were patented. The principle was to have the camera always moving on a radial
track, with the action taking place at the center of the
fact

it

the rub

is

—

it

radius.
One can readily visualize the results! The relative motion of the various planes, combined with the everchanging viewpoint, gave a distinct sense of relief. Everyone is familiar with the effect of relief gained in a motion

377

ventor begins to realize the complexity of the problem, end
abandons the idea.
These results may easily be proven at practically no
cost by setting up a motion picture camera on some suitable still-life scene, centering carefully on some object,
and marking the starting frame. Then with the stopm.otion crank expose each alternate frame, capping the

Dimensional

Motion
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Expose as many feet as desired,
lens between exposures.
rewind the film to the starting point, shift the camera to

one side about pupillary distance (approximately ZVi").
Again center on the same object as previously (by panning the camera), and expose the other frames in the
same manner as before. A Bell & Howell camera lends
itself admirably to this experiment, as the camera may be
shifted sideways easily in its mounting dovetail.
Many inventors proceed from this point assuming the
prisms seem
solution lies in some trick optical system
to correct the oscillato be the most common panacea
change the
prism
system
can
distortion
or
tion.
But no

Pictures

Possible?

—

—

relative

by

George A.
Member

Mitchell,

Hon. A.S.C,

Research Committee,

of

American Society

of

Cinematographers

position of objects

in

a scene.

Their relationship

determined completely the moment we
from which they are to be photographed.
When we secure an optical system which will correct
this trouble, we will find that we have again a flat picture.
and we are back at the starting
Stereoscopy has vanished
each other

to

is

select the point

—

point.

many tried to overcome this difmight be mentioned as being somewhat different
from the general run of schemes. In this case it is assumed that all rays passing through a lens from a given
object are brought to a focus at the same point. Then a
lens of large diameter might have two apertures located
Cne

picture
ever,

mode from

knows that

o

moving

this

trick,

object.

Not everyone, how-

addition

in

to

its

legitimate

many times been used to misguide investors, and
has lured much money into the pockets of unscrupulous
promoters.
Ruling out both these tricks of perspective and the
uses, has

un-commercial eye-aids,
the

principles

already

let

us consider,

illustrated

in

Fig.

the

light

1,

the

average

inventor's approach to stereoscopic m.otion pictures.
of

them

start with the

taken from the viewpoints

I

and
some

I',

Most

two pictures are
either on two separate

presumption that

films or alternately on the

of

in

if

film, then projected sterhave seen from Fig.
happen. If the axes of the lenses are shifted
to converge on post A, then in each alternate projected
picture post B will first be on one side of A and then on
the other. Point A will be stereoscopic, but all other points
in view will appear to oscillote with point A as the axis.
The rapidity of the oscillation will be the same as the speed
of projection, and the amplitude of oscillation will be the
and I'.
same as the distance between
To arrive at these results many thousands of dollars
have been spent on special cameras and equipment. Also,
the inat this point, most of the experiments cease

eoscopic

what

results

will

follow.

We

1

will

I

—

idea, out of the

ficulty,

off center at opposite sides of the axis.

exposures are
pictures

would

made through

If

now alternate

these apertures, stereoscopic

result.

Referring to
idea does not work.
be the two apertures. The conditions
in front of the lens are the same as if two separate lenses
were used. But back of the lens another condition now

Unfortunately,

Fig.

1,

let

I

and

this

I'

an explanation of which is of interest. A lens
when fitted with two apertures, creates
two images of a given object, side by side, and while with
parallel focal planes set at an angle behind the lens, will
bring the two images of this object together, since the
condition in front of the lens has not been changed. We
have the same old trouble that objects at different distances in the scene bear a different relationship one to
exists,

of large diameter,

the

other.

A

stereoscopic

compared
lady

with

may be

still

Fig.

likened

photograph which may be
The chauffeur and the
to points A and B in the
diagram.

1.
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during
In three days he found four applications for it
course of his scheduled routine.
The first instance was an exterior scene at a laundry
was specified that the
It
building with all-glass walls.
shot was to be made through the glass revealing action
Naturally, it was desired the glass
within the building.
reflect no images of the street, nearby buildings or the

camera company at work. The customary expedient of
erecting a frame carrying black cloth encircling the set is,
This involves time, labor, expense.
of course, known.
O'Connell brought into use his Pola-screen instead. Results

were perfect.

the location called for use of a stationary street car. When O'Connell arranged his reflectors
light the action, he encountered serious reflection from
the polished windows and the flat varnished surface of the

Later that day,

to

car side. With the Pola-screen in proper position he was
able to eliminate oblique reflections from glass and varnish, at the same time preserving a wanted high-lighting
in the windows.
The following day, under intense reflected sunlight,
an automobie of impeccable polish wos to be filmed. By

means

of

the

O'Connell

Pola-screen,

obtained

a

clean,

sharp image with no distracting highlights.
The third day found him at the shore. Apparent colar
of the sea is, of course, a reflection of sky tone. The Polascreen, O'Connell found, enabled him to capture the natcolor of the water irrespective of color of the sky.
During the morning it was hazy and overcast. The Polaural
L.

Wm.

O’Connell,

A.S.C.

screen

established a

Later in the day,
horizon.
provided the same desired separa-

definite

under bright clear sky,

it

tion.

A

all of these scenes, O'Connell made protection shots
the customary fashion without the screen. Not one
its way out of the cutting room, so superior
were the Pola-screened takes. Their superiority in every
respect, reports O'Connell, was so marked as to offer no

Disciple

On

—

in

of

them found

grounds for comparison. In fact, he states, fully to appreciate the screen, one should view a series of scenes
a sort of before-and-after
taken with and without it

of Elimindtion—

—

contrast.

L.

Wm.

O Connell/

easy and simple to use. Much better
effects are had with less effort and expense. Just a bit
O'Connell enthusiastically
of excess exposure is needed.
concludes from his practical tests of the Pola-screen, "It
it
the greatest individual tool the cinematographer has

The device

A.S.C.
by

is

been given."

Harry Burdick

T APPEARS

to be the fortune of L. William O'Connell,
conduct of his cinematographic career, to participate
incidents fraught with more than a modicum of informative interest to his contemporaries.
Of timely import ore his current experiences with the
new Eastman Pola-screen, which device for the ready control of polarized light for photographic purposes is described in the preceeding number of this journal.
Immediately the screen was announced and its laboratory claims set forth. Fox studios procured the device
and turned it over to O'Connell for use under definite
controls, that its value under prevailing production problems might be established.
Already an engrossed student of the topic, O'Connell
found occasion for immediate practical demonstration of
the device in his "Ball of Fire," then in process of lensing.
in
in

Possibly one reason the Pola-screen so forcibly appealed to him from his first heoring of it is the fact that
the device is fundamentaly an eliminator. For O'Connell,
in his scheme of cinematographic philosophy, might well
be termed "the greot eliminator." To him, the art of
imprisoning images of visual actuality on celluloiod for the
purpose of later audience approbation, resolves itself to a
series of eliminations of always-existant imperfections, in
the set or the character.
The cinematographically perfect set has yet to be built;
the perfect face yet to be born. Nature, herself, is replete
with imperfections glaringly apparent ta lens and negative.
So, whether with set or character, O'Connell methodically erases with his lights the objectionable features his
camera picks up. One by one he blankets them from view
until only the good and desirable qualities remain. These
he photographs.
He is not a subscriber to lighting gymnastics. Rather,
he is a sane and thoughtful craftsman of scenes cinemat(Continued on Page 386)
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Release-Prints

Reflect

Cinematography
by

Henry
Heed

of Release-Printing,

M-G-M

Siccardi

Laboratory

Such obvious errors are not, of course, common, for
good Cinematogrophers naturally strive to avoid them;
but

many

lesser

notice almost

some general type come

errors of the

daily.

For

instance,

there

is

the

to

common

mistake of using a definite source-lighting for the estaband then virtually ignoring it
lishing shots of a sequence
It is all too easy to do this
in the more intimote angles.
when the making of a sequence is spread over several days;
have
to deal with the assembled
laboratory
we
in
the
but
sequence as a unit -and these little differences don't improve our work at all. The different scenes may all be lit
in the same key, but the altered lightings bring changes in
contrast and general quality which are very hard to cope

—

T HAS

frequently been said that a Cinematographer is
no better than the release-prints which carry his work
to the theatres.
The reverse of this statement may
have received less publicity, but it is equally a fact that a
release-print can be no better than the Cinematographer

who makes

the negative.
Modern high-quality releaseprinting can bring out every bit of quality a Cinematographer puts into his negative
but it can never add quali-

—

ties

The most

desirable single quality

is,

of course, consis-

photographic treatment of the production.
Consistency not only in exposure, but in every other phase
of camerawork
lighting, diffusion, and so on.
It is obviously impossible, in making a production consisting of
many hundreds of individual scenes photographed under
diverse conditions over a period of weeks, to maintain such
ideally perfect exposure that the entire production will go
through the printers on one setting of the printer-light.
If that were possible, we would probably have no need for
printer-light adjustments! None the less, the greater evenness in the negative exposures, the easier we find it to
turn out consistently good release-prints.
in

the

—

However,

more

uniformity of lighting

practical

Changes

importance

and diffusion ore of

getting

in

first-class

release-

between one sequence and the
next are often necessary for dramatic reasons. No one can
find fault with such changes. But changes in lighting between dramatically similar sequences, or above all, between
scene and scene within the sequence, are indefensible.
Such changes are first of all illogical and dramatically
disturbing: and from our viewpoint, they are bad because
they alter the key and the contrast of our picture.
recently saw a picture in which there were several very
nicely-photographed low-key sequences. Intercut with the
longer shots of these sequences were many closeups in
which an entirely different style of lighting was used:
where, in the long-shots, the key was low, with relatively
little lighten the walls and background, in the closer angles
the background wos brilliantly lit. Those close shots stood
out like a sore thumb- -and
imagine the release-print
crew had a terrible time trying to make the sequence even

prints.

in

lighting

I

—

tolerably pleasing.

I

with.

A

whole volume could be written about moving-camera
They give us almost as much trouble as they give
camera crew, for unless the Cinematographer has a
with plenty of time for
chance to moke them perfectly
they give us
getting even lighting and ample rehearsal
bewildering changes in lighting, in key, and in contrast,
shots.

the

he forgets to put on the film.

tency

—

all

—

—

within a single scene, covering only a few feet, of film.
realize
less said about these shots, the better, for

But the

I

that they nre a thorn in the Cameraman's flesh no less
than in ours, and the camera crews are doing everything in
their power to make such shots (when they must make

them) as perfect as circumstances allow.
Diffusion

might not seem, at

thought, a matter

first

Most diffusing
is.
media tend to grey the image, as well as to diffuse it;
and this greying is proportional to the strength of the difof

much concern

to the laboratory,

but

it

fusion. Quite aside from this, diffusion tends to alter the
contrast of a scene, as well as changing the general photoIt
must be evident, therefore, that the
graphic quality.
laboratory must have a very definite interest in diffusion,
and especially in maintaining more consistency in the use
of diffusion. A long-shot, with little or no diffusion, and

a closeup with heavy diffusion, even though well-matched
as to key and lighting, offer two very different problems
To put it bluntly, unless the Cinematographer
in printing.
follows a consistent scheme of diffusion, no laboratory on
earth can avoid giving him spotty- looking release-prints.
Coping with inconsistent diffusion between scene and scene

and sequence and sequence
problems encountered

Modern

in

all

release-printing

controlled operation,

is

one of the most

difficult

release-print laboratories.
is

definitely

a

scientifically

quite different from the unscientific

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Laboratory, we make all prints for American release, and
some foreign master-prints, right within the studio. Our
methods

of a few years ago.

In

the

(Continued on Page 384)
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how a red plane was toned down to give the bright
green below a chance when shot with backlight. From the
air green fields look their greenest and brightest with

stood

back or back cross light, in this writer's opinion. In the
matter of clouds, back cross light shines at its best as it
does with black and white in the air. Imagine a squadron
of

in

formation,

flying

over

a

sea

of

those

big

sky!

Color
the Air

in

planes

whipped-cream billowing clouds backed by an azure blue
Before long, such scenes will show color at its spectacular peak, for it is common knowledge that color lends
also a satisfying illusion of plastic roundness and depth
that has as yet to be enjoyed in black and white, in fact
With
the nearest approach to stereoscopic values.
it
is
the sun directly above us all the world below our cameras
seemed to flatten out beyond any reason to photograph it,
but at such times the top light was tried out on other
planes in the air, that maneuvered from alongside of the
camera ship into vertical banks toward the camera, then
diving and pulling out below us. Here the flatness below
tended to eliminate any distraction from the plane being

Shooting

photographed.
Front cross light appears the ideal choice for general

The unusual in lighting effects
themselves just at sunset when the light comes
from below as when flying at fairly high altitudes. To
anyone who loves the unusual, sunset shots of companion
planes against clouds lighted from below by the setting
sun are a revelation in beauty. Watch the lighting on
clouds FACING the next bright sunset you witness and a
color shooting in the air.

by

Ray

Fernstrom, A.S.C.

present

splendid
itself

leven

with Bernt Balchen
over Spitzbergen searching for the lost AmundsenEllsworth Polar Expedition, our planes travelled over

E

ago while

years

flying

miles of what to o cinematographer

grophed
for

the

first

1925

in

time

succeeded

the

eastern

in

coast

of

this

ice-locked

.

At that time no mention was mode of the loss felt
at not being able to reproduce the myriad colors reflected
from the rugged ice and snow-capped rocky peaks. Nevertheless, on ambition was born to some day photograph
on air film in color.
Five years later, the first

thrill

of seeing o color effort

my

way, when with John W. Boyle,
A.S.C., o series of colored travelogues were mode in the
Scandinavian countries.
Further satisfaction come lost
year when Technicolor allowed me to take the first of the
new three-color cameras to Europe. On that trip we covered France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, England, Ireland and port of Germany in our itinerary gathering ma-

terial

for

four pictures.

Finally,

this

year,

when Mr. Dunning

of

the dream of years was realized
Dunning Process, Hollywood, granted
"Wings Over the Golden Gate"
Using only the regular block and

me

the privilege of shooting

in

his

white

color

process.

negative

in

o

standard Mitchell camera,

no other

mounting was required than those in general use on camera planes.
This made low and high tilts possible with
ease, and since four-hundred-foot magazines could be
utilized the pilots had no objectionable air drag to contend
with.
In the preliminary tests

some simple

selves immediately apparent, that

may

rules

made them-

be helpful to others,
miniature cameras.
Backlighting proved tricky on such ground subjects as
buildings, washing out the color contrasts as well as good
detail.
On planes in the air when their colors proved too
glaring it served the purpose, subduing them excellently.
Bearing these two points in mind it can be readily under-

whether

for

professional

use

or

possibilities will surely present
scene similar to this appeared in a

the

A

(Continued on Page 388)

paradise, unphoto-

is

island.

on the screen come

of

shooting from the air

The details of these flights were rethe "American Cinematographer" of September

northernmost
ported

We

territory.

example

to the reader.

Ray Fernstrom, A.S.C.
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A REAL FIND
LITERALLY,

the news about

Eastman Super X

spread like wildfire. Never has a film

on”

faster,

or been

short a time.
for the

The

‘^^caught

more widely adopted

reason: Super

in so

X is a real find

cinema world. Introducing new stand-

ards of speed and photographic quality, coupled

with rare versatility,

it

represents a major ad-

vance in raw-film research

...

a true contribu-

tion to the art of the motion picture.

Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Distributors,

New

(J.

Eastman

E. Brulatour, Inc.,

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN SUPER X
PANC’HIIOMATIC N’EfiATIVE
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PHOTOGRAPHY
of the

MONTH

Hollywood Reporter (July 22, 1935) "Photography by the
two cameramen is good."
Daily Variety (July 22, 1935): "Camera has been well
handled by Art Lloyd and Walter Lundin."
"Art Lloyd and
Motion Picture Daily (July 23, 1935)
Walter Lundin's photography is good."
:

"THE BLACK ROOM"

(Universal)

:

Al Seigler, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 17, 1935): "Al Seigler's photography is top-notch."
Daily Variety (July 17, 1935): "Photography of Al Seigler is very good."

"JALNA"

(Radio)

Edward Cronjager, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 23, 1935): "Cronjager's photography

"WE'RE IN THE MONEY" (Warners)

is

consistently beautiful throughout the pic-

ture."

Arthur Todd, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Motion Picture Daily (July 18, 1935): "Arthur Todd's
photography is good."
Daily Variety (July 17, 1935)
"There's some excellent
camera work by Arthur Todd."

23, 1935): "Edward Cronjager has
used his camera to fine advantage."
The Film Daily (July 26, 1935) "Photography, A-1."
Daily

Variety

(July

:

:

"BRIGHT LIGHTS" (Warners)
Hickox, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 24, 1935) "Photography of Sid
Hickox is ample throughout."
Daily Variety (July 24, 1935): "Sid Hickox has photographed the production nicely."
The Film Daily (July 27, 1935) "Photography, Fine."

Sid

"MANHATTAN MOON"

(Universal)

:

Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter July 17, 1935): "The late Charles
Stumar's photography is one of the few good features

Charles Stumor, A.S.C.:

of

Directing

the production."

The Film Daily

"SMART GIRL"

(July

:

22,

1935): "Photography, good."

"CHEERS OF THE CROWD" (Monogram)
Milton Krosner and Harry Neumann, A.S.C.:

(Paramount)

John Mescoll, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Daily Variety (July 18, 1935): "Photography is good."
The Film Daily (July 27, 1935): "Photography, A-1."

"WESTWARD HO"

(Republic)

Archie Stout, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollwood Reporter (July 18, 1935): "Photography by
Archie Stout being especially noteworthy, not only for
the great action shots, but for some excellent compositions."

Directing

Cinematographers
Daily Variety (July 24, 1935): "Photography by Milton
Krasner and Harry Neumann is standard."
The Film Daily (August 6, 1935): "Photography, Okay."

"HOT TIP"

(Radio)

Jack MacKenzie, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 25, 1935): "The photography
is very good."
"Credit should go to
Daily Variety (August 9, 1935)
Jack MacKenzie for his photography."
:

Daily Variety
to

(July

18,

1935)

"First line credit

:

must go

Archie Stout for his magnificent photography."

Motion Picture Daily (July 20, 1935): "The photography
of Archie Stout

The Film Daily

outstanding."
(July 30, 1935): "Photography, Fine."
is

"THE OLD HOMESTEAD"

(Liberty)

"HOP-ALONG CASSIDY"

(Paramount)

Archie Staut, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 26, 1935): "The high Sierras
country has never been photographed so magnificently."
"Carmeraman Archie Stout
Daily Variety (July 26, 1935)
having turned in a class job of photography."
The Film Daily (July 30, 1935) "Photography, Fine."
:

Horry Neumann, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Daily Variety (July 20, 1935)
"Harry Neumann sustains
the high quality with his fine photography."
:

:

"EVERY NIGHT AT EIGHT"

"STEAMBOAT ROUND THE BEND"

(20th Century-Fox)

Geoerge Schneidermon, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 22, 1935): "Photography inside
and out speaks volumes for the craftsmanship of George
Schneidermon."
Daily Variety (July 22, 1935): "Photography of George
Schneidermon is excellent."
Motion Picture Daily (July 23, 1935) "George Schneiderman's photography is a pictorial delight."
The Film Daily (July 25, 1935) "Photography, Fine."
:

:

"BONNIE SCOTLAND" (Roach-MGM)
Art Lloyd, Walter Lundin, A.S.C.:
raphers

Directing

Cinematog-

(Paramount)
James Van Trees, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
"Van Trees' phoHollywood Reporter (July 26, 1935)
tography is excellent."
Daily Variety (July 26, 1935): "Photography of James
:

Van

Trees, excellent."

The Film Daily

"PURSUIT"

(July 30,

1935)

:

"Photography, A-1."

(MGM)

Charles Clarke and Sidney Wagner, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

matographers
(July 27, 1935): "Charles Clarke and Sidney Wagner's photography is excellent."
Hollywood Reporter (July 27, 1935): "Photography gives
Daily Variety

class to picture."

(Continued on Page 384)

t^GFA'S new improved SUPERPAN would be
praised on the grounds of its finer grain alone.
But combine that with supersensitive speed, wide latitude, and evenly balanced color sensitivity and you
have something that makes news. Made by Agfa Ansco
Corporation in Binghamton, N. Y.
C.

KING CHARNEY,

Distributor

HOLLYWOOD
corroo
w
6372 Santa Monica
Blvd. Tel. Hollywood 2918-2919

NEW YORK
245 W. 55th

St.

New York City
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PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE MONTH
(Continued from Page 382)

"LITTLE BIG SHOT" (Warners)
Tony Goudio, A.S.C.:Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 27, 1935):
"Tony Gaudio's photography continues tops."
Daily Variety (July 27, 1935): "Tony
Gaudio does his usual excellent camera work."

"DANTE'S INFERNO"

Roy June, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
The Film Daily (July 25, 1935) "Photography, A-1."
Motion Picture Daily (July 23, 1935):
"The photography by Ray June does
much for the picture's mood."
:

"WITHOUT REGRET"

(Paramount)

William C. Mellor, A.S.C.: Directing
Cinematographer
(July
30,
The Hollywood Reporter
1935) "Mellor's photography is uniformly up to standard."
:

Variety (July 30, 1935):
tography of William Mellor

Daily

ADAMS"

scenes, a joy to behold."

1935):
(August
14,
by Ernest Palmer is
exceptionally good."
Variety

Daily

(Radio)

"HERE COMES COOKIE" (Paramount)
Gilbert

Warrenton,
Cinematographer

(August 3, 1935) "RobDeGrasse has handled his camera
most effectively."

Daily Variety

:

tury-Fox)
Valentine,
Joseph

Leon Shomroy, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (August 6, 1935):
"Leon Shamroy delivers top-hole pho(August

1935) "Camhandled by Leon

6,

:

"TOP HAT"

matographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 31, 1935):
"Norbert Brodine's camera work does
plenty of good for the picture and

Dovid Abel, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (August 13, 1935):
"Abel's photography contributes plentifully to making this an A-1 example

(20th CenDirecting

A.S.C.:

"FORBIDDEN HEAVEN"

(Republic)

Milton Krosner, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer.
Hollywood Reporter (August 15, 1935):
"Allowing Milton Krasner scope for
some very effective photographic ef-

(Universal)

Norbert Brodine, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

:

Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (August 15, 1935):
"Valentine's photography does things
for everyone in the cast that should
make them beg for stills. His work
is superb throughout."
1935):
(August
15,
Variety
Daily
"Photography of Joseph Valentine is
workmanlike throughout."

"SHE MARRIED HER BOSS" (Columbia)

distinctively

14’,

"THE GAY DECEPTION"

ert

is

Directing

A.S.C.:

1935) "Gilbert Warrenton's photography is deserving of creditable mention."

Daily Variety (August

DeGrasse."

tography."

Daily Variety (July 31, 1935): "Norbert Brodine's photography is cap-

Cine-

matographer
Hollywood Reporter (August 3, 1935):
"Also a great word that means beauto the photography by Robert
tiful

Daily Variety

cast."

Directing

Robert DeGrasse, A.S.C.: Directing Cine-

era

MAN"

A.S.C.:

:

Shamroy."

"SHE GETS HER

(20th Century-

"Photography

uni-

formly good."

(Fox)

:

"Phois

EAST"

Fox)
Ernest Palmer,

matographer
Hollywood Reporter (August 14, 1935)
"Neither is it possible to overstress
the beauty of Ernest Palmer's photography which makes the picture,
with its succession of lovely farm

Rudolph Mate, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
"PhoDaily Variety (August 1, 1935)
tography especially commendable."
The Film Daily (August 1, 1935):
"Photography, Excellent."

"ALICE

"CHINA SEAS" (MGM)

"WAY DOWN

(Radio)

fects."

(August
Variety
"Photography, Okay."

Daily

of screen musical."

1935):

15,

able."

(August
Film Daily
"Photography, A-1."

The

1935):

5,

Cinematography

Release-Prints Reflect
"THE

AND THE GANDER"

GOOSE

(Warners)
Hickox, A.S.C.: Directing Cinematographer
Hollywood Reporter (July 31, 1935):
"Sid Hickox's photgraphy is above
program standards."
Daily Variety (July 31, 1935): "Photography of Sid Hickox, eye-filling."

(Continued from Page 379)

Sid

"THE CRUSADES" (Paramount)
Victor

Milner,

A.S.C.:

Directing

matographer
Hollywood Reporter (August
is
"Milner's photography

1,

Cine-

1935):
magnifi-

cent."
Daily Variety (August 1, 1935): "Victor Milner's photography is a thing

composition and moveleasing, ranging
from eloquent closeup to the sweep
of cavalry charge and the dark terrors of the war machines."
The Film Daily (August 5, 1935):
"Photography, Best."
of beauty

in

ment and dramatic

work begins immediately the cutters,
scorers and re-recorders have completed
their work, and turned over to us the
assembled sound and picture negatives.

The first step is of course to prepare
a complete printing-chart of the production, scene by scene, accompanied by a

It goes through every step of
is made.
the normal release-printing process except that it is made on the older type
Bell & Howell printers. The light-adjustments of these printers, however, are

matted light-changes
newer automatic production-printis then submitted to the
criticism of the camera and sound deidentical with the

of the

This print

chart enumerating each scene and its
The correct printing-lights for
action.
each scene are determined by the most

ers.

modern densitometric methods, checked
against the judgment of an experienced

the laboratory-heads. Any modifications
they may suggest in the printing of either
sound or picture are then embodied in a

timer.

A

special

test

section

is

then

at the beginning of each reel.
This test section includes a standard
sensitometric strip and a few inches of a
standard picture-negative (a closeup)
every print made from that reel of negspliced

:

must check up a perfect match
against standard prints from the master
negative of this test-strip.
At this point, the First Answer Print

ative

partment experts, as well as

Second Answer

Print,

same close
third, and even

which

ta

is

that of

subjected
necessary,

to the

scrutiny.

a

at times a fourth,

If

An-

swer Print may be made, until all departments agree that perfection has been
reached. Then the Master Print is made
as a standard to which every releaseprint

At

must conform.
this point,

the mattes for the Bell

September 1935
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NEW IMPROVED

CINE GLOW
2

ELEMENT

Lmnp

I

^

eliminating

Then the routine
making commences.

Immediately the print comes off the
developing-machine, the test-section is
matched against a standard master-print

release

of

The

-

print

negative

is

Write for prices
and literature.

is

made,

these printers,

in

negative simply shtittles
reel to another,
Once threaded, the negative is untouched until the
printing operations are completed.
the

course,

of

Quality

,

.

directed

the last print

Used The World Over
% V /\

Howell Automatic Production Printers
in every particular
to the light-changes charted for the
Master.

placed in the Automatic Printers, where
it is completely enclosed, protected from
dust and harm, and never removed until

• Longer Life
• More Exposure

• Uniform

&

ore cut, conforming

back and forth from one

printing in both directioi.s.

From the printing-room, each roll of
once to the developinqmachines. These machines are of the
turbulence-agitation type, in which the
film moves on a course which keeps its
width parallel to the length of the tank,
rather than at right angles thereto; a
spray of fresh developer is constantly
positive goes at

Blue Seal

Sound Devices
INCORPORATED
723 Seventh Ave.

New

York. N. Y.

Astro

A

F 1.8

and

diligent

a

pains-taking
Yet he is
He keen-

practitioner of his profession.

from

far
ly

stolid or reactionary.

appreciates the task of retaining aud-

ience interest over extended periods.

drab

avoids

mood

as a

of

dullness

monotonous

Any

pestilence.

He

face

living

becomes tiresome unless frequently alHe changes
tered in lighting effect.
the key of his faces as rapidly as the
moods of the scenes vary. And, to him,
the simpler a face is lighted, the better.
His current opus "Here's to Romance"
an adequate vehicle of expression for
He had two notable names
his talents.
Neither had ever been lensed
to film.
They were of the
in a studio before.
is

sale by

665 North Robertson Blvd.
West Hollywood, California

operatic

world,

Madame

SchumannHe suggested
be made by other

Heink and Nino Martini.

that the usual tests
hands, that he might be freer to study
the screened features; a constant policy
of his, by the way.

MOVIOLA

•

•

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Every Major Studio.
Illustrated Literature on request.

Used

in

MOVIOLA
1

451

Cordon

I

CO.
Ffollywood, Calif.

St.

n lA)orlJ~(/OiJe Use
and Nighl-

in tiaytiiT7«"Fog Sc^nvsQiffusrd F^us. aiJ J mar>y vHwr «ff«ds
With any Camera " In any ClimaFe
*

Gcorao H. Scheibo

ORIGINATOR
1927

OF'

WEST 7BTH ST.

EFFECT FILTERS
LOS ANGELES. CAL

same

the

of

in

negative.

test

and

streaks

machine-devel-

there

If

is

the slightest variation, the matter is at
once reported, and the trouble run down.

The next stage is, of course, inspecThe projection in all of the inspection-rooms, the laboratory's master projection-room, and the projection-room in
which the prints are inspected by the
camera, sound, and other executives, is
The illuminaabsolutely standardized.
tion.

tion-level on these screens

maintained

in

established by

theatre screens:

a print passes our inbe satisfactory on any

if

spection,

it

screen

the country.

in

constantly

is

accordance with standards
a nation-wide survey of

will

(Continued from Page 378)

ographic;

Mitchell Camera Corporation

"bleeding” often seen
oped film.

emulsion,

the

of

directional

the

OF ELIMINATION

DISCIPLE

F 2.3

LENSES

face

the

at

Her

not

hair,

white,

too

just

is

right

cinematographic purposes.

tor

With Martini, a specific problem appeared. Filming of his superb voice in
song was the prime consideration. The
strain of singing caused his face to become tense. Minute particles of moisture appeared and gathered in his eyes,
very noticeable

O'Connell's
tion

devotion

here,

elimina-

to

him in
Martini's unabridged charm

good stead.

on

captured

is

And

close-ups.

in

long

the objectionable stood

of

picture

as

as

well

in

sound.

As

this

written, wires are bringing

is

news

of Will
Rogers'
untimely
O'Connell photographed "In Old
Kentucky," Rogers' last picture to be

first

death.

released.

in

studio practice,

O'Connell is of ideal temperament tor
high position as ace cinematographFor him, each day brings forth its
quota of interesting problems to be
solved
carefully, thoughtfully, calmly

so O'Connell visited their

make-up quar-

and deliberately.

Both were unversed

advance of shooting and calmly
went about securing and instilling mutual confidence between cinematographWhen cameras went into
er and star.
action, there was no uncertainty, no
worries, and smooth performances both
sides of the lens were the result.
ters

in

Schumann-Heink, he reveals, is marvelous to work with. She is so much
herself, so imbued with naturalness that
her vibrant personality fairly
He
itself on the negative.

make-up with
just

her,

as she walked

impresses
no
used

photographing her
from the street.

in

his

er.

—

in

adapting

portunist

He shows

rare

talent

his creative arts to prevail-

ing conditions.

—

He

is

draining

very

much

the

last

the op-

drop

of

from sketchy comedy or
drama.
His photography
the
technical accuracy always being granted
^is
ever in keeping with his subject;
it
never reaches out to slap you in the

screen appeal

—

deep

—

face.

And
you

a

if

his

feeling

finished
of

perfection,

as they

because of

his

works

subtle,

reveal

to

unobtrusive

invariably

do,

it

is

insatiable quest for ob-

jectionable traits to be eliminated. Cine-

-

September 1935

matography is a simple science, he feels,
once the mechanics of the profession
become second nature. One merely eliminates the bod things, leaving all the
Then one photographs
good things.
them and one has a good picture!

—

Practical

Ansles on the

U se

FRANK

ZUCKER

C.

now

House

of

the World!

•

but which can almost always be
pleasingly by a polarizing
screens

will

We

sell Simplex Portable 35mm Sound Projectors,
also new and used Mitchell, B. & H.,
Moviolas
Akeley, DeBrie Cameras and Equipment.

We

made more

the

in

NEW MITCHELL SOUND
CAMERA NOW ON DISPLAY

screen.
for

BURGI CONTNER

Sttpply* Ine»

has the Largest Stock of New and Used Modern Camera
Equipment and Accessories ot any Camera Supply

(Continued from Page 375)

Other uses

J.

Motion Picture Camera

Pola-Screens

filter,

American Cinematographer

•

—

only sell
equi p m e n t
that we can
guarantee.

unRegardless ot your requirements, whether you want to buy
call us for a quotation.
rent new or used equipment

questionably be found as they come into
more general use. Their usefulness in

—

or

the field of special-effects camerawork,
for

example, can easily be imagined.

In

Eastern Representatives

the meantime, they are certainly a val-

uable tool if used understandingly. They
are easy to use; the whole story of how
to use pola-screens may be summed up
in
the simple admonitions: always 2
stops larger opening, regardless of the
position of the screen; for skies, shoot
at right angles to the direction of the
sun; to remove reflections, shoot at 32°
to the reflecting surface; don't try to

remove
surfaces

all

—

it

the

reflections

from curved

can't be done; and

ber the slogan of the

camera-maker:

remem-

famous amateur
you
see

"What you

—

Phone, write,
wire or cable
for quotations.

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION
HARRISON FILTERS
FEARLESS PRODUCTS

MOTION PICTURE

CAMERA SUPPLY, inc.

723 Seventh AY^e— Aew York City
Coble Address: Cinecamera

Telephone BRyont 9-7755

get!"

ASTEADY!
Special

Eyemo Tripod

Extra Rigid— Light Wkight
No weaving
tliis

new

hand cranking with
Smooth working pam and

or swaving in the wind or wlien

special tripod for the Eyeino.

Lp-tilt 45° with 400-foot
tilt mechanism. Tilts straight down.
magazine, 60° without magazine. Legs have single-geared, quick
action clamp and steel spurs. Thev are 36 inches closed, 72 inches
extended. Write for complete specifications and literature.
The Evenio 35 mm. hand camera is daily covering itself with
glorv in the hands of explorers, news men, adventurers and scientists. If you need portability in movie equipment, as well as a
precise, sturdy mechanism, the Eyemo is your camera. Seven
film speeds including exact sound speed. Available with 200- or
400-foot magazines, and with 12- or 110-volt motor and hand
crank in addition to built-in spring motor.

BELL &

HOWELL COMPANY

1818 Larchmont Ave., Chicago; 11
Ave., Hollywood; 320 Regent St.,

West 42nd
London (B

St.,

New

& H

York; 716 North LaBrea

Co., Ltd.).

Established 1907
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Shooting Color

SOUND RECORDING
GLOW LAMPS

In

A

3-ELEMENT

Vern T. Braman
ACME SOUND SERVICE

sky.

who

the air?"

the air film of San Fran-

In

HOTEL PRESIDENT

cisco referred to, those great

New York

painted

U.

City

S.

A.

color

•

in

the

both

•

bay and Golden Gate recorded brightly
even from an altitude of twelve thou-

sand

Cine

Nafitiiial

Calioratorie^
offvt's

feet.

even

the

in

when spotted

• Akeley camera motor drives, 12, 32,
and 110 volts, variable speed from 60
to 90 feet per minute.

as

red

or

greens.

oDeBria camera motor drives.
view or slow motion models.

white

Inter-

example,

For

marble Legion of

Golden Gate,

in

green

Service.

water of the Pacific.

gear box drives for Ake(Provide 90
ley and DeBrie cameras.
min. at cranking speed of 2
.oer
ft.
furns per sec.)

• Special 1” Xenon F:2 lenses and
mountings for DeVry, Eyemo and Akeley Cameras, sound or silent.

o DeVry Cameras equipped with 200film

boxes.

• • And the following specials
Super

rigid tripod

professional

all

.

.

spools.

Collapsible

film

Collapsible

tripod

Our Laboratory

stands.

Services

Include
overhauling,

building and refinishing
of professional cameras.

repairing, reof all makes

^d

card racks. (Addifional lens
number on each
card
Several cameras for sale.

photographs
frame.)

• Experimental
of

all

and development work

kinds.

the

We

will
cheerfully submit our
quotation on any work you contemplate having done.

no

thus

made

In

air

Nat ion at Cinr
Laboratories
ST.,

NEW YORK

is

smooth
blue

the

a scene such

new

films on the market.

have yet appeared

a surprise.

is

shooting

my

first

picture

air

most striking scene proved

in

to

Here were check-

erboard orange and black squares covering the roofs of a long row of hangars,
ten or more planes on the ground of
various colors, with three in the air below the camera. The runways on the
green
by
field were brown, bordered
Running a close second was a
grass.
of Stanford University which as
most of you know is made up of red
Here the third-dimenwas very pronounced.
illusion
sional
Whenever a plane flies between the
camera and a setting on the ground

scene

such as
This

this, this illusion
is

CITY

is

1

SI 5

Cahuenga

Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Phone; GLodstone 2404

perfect.

an age of speed and progres-

Even

railroad

capable

trains

of

110 miles per hour have been develPlanes have circled the globe in
little
over a week and they have

oped.

a
crossed our continent

other
is

industries

only

natural

have
that

in

ten

hours.

kept step,

so

[^lOL/A
AAVIEWING and
y Y
reproducing MACHINES

All
it

I

we should expect

great new achievements

W. 22ND

of

by

shots

the

in

That

sion.
N.C.L. is camera maintenance headquarters for Hearst Mefrofone News,
Fox Moviefonews, Universal Newsreel, and other leaders

20-22

beautiful

brick structures.

• Converting DeVry cameras for single
reflex view
with
exposure,

picture
finder

think!

be that of an airport.

Microhone table stands.

Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

makes shooting color in
new pleasure to the phowho loves his work. Just
amateur, too, now has this

tographer

color the

Reflex view finders.

6331 Hollywood

browns

that

this

fripods.

Camera blimps.

• Thorough

It

and the

the air a keen

.

legs for

surrounded

lawns

medium

• DeVry Camera Motor Drives.
foot

as

the

limited

is

$2.00.

is

Honor by the

setting

its

• “MAGIC EYE” Cameras, such as we
designed and built for Int’l News Photo

oHand crank

information,

American Cinematographer

powerfully

blues,

in

Edition

price

White becomes a "col-

air.

that attracts almost as

or"

vital

Its 84 pages are loaded with
information that was gathered
over more than 20 years experience in the studios by Jack
Rose, A.S.C.

• The

posure becomes the chief care, but with
proper meters this worry soon disappears

for sutv .

of

full

is

shooting of color, proper ex-

the

In

It

and charts that give you
needed information at a glance.

tables

new bridges

lead spanning

red

in

Every active cinematographer
needs this Hand Book and Reference Guide.

answer

will

"Why

those readers

ask,

•

mantle of

its

example

remarkable

Hand Book

case the writer

this

Mt. Jungfrau with

snow against a deep blue

Distributors.

2-ELEMENT

Technicolor.

in

used

Manufacturers

Leading

and

Cinematosrapfier^s

Talk on Switzerland

Fitz Patrick Travel

for years

Supplying

the Air

in

(Continued from Page 380)

in

•L

motion pic-

tures.

Since

we have now accomplished a
and

short air picture in practical color,
have had many color pictures on

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA
SUPPLY, INC.

the

ground, isn't it about time that feotures
made use of color in the air?

''•-M

JL
ALL MODELS ON DISPLAY
FOR SALE OR RENT
Illustrated Literature On Request

723 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Cable: “Cinecamera”

I

•
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LOOKING BACK

10 YEARS

ROY DAVIDGE

Cyclone," directed by Fred W.
Jockmon ond photogrophed by Floyd
Jockmon, both A.S.C. members, hos
token the critics by storm in its initiol
exhibitions ot the Copitol Theotre, New
York, ond ot the Riolto, Los Angeles.

"High ond Hondsome," o Gorson production storring Mourice Flynn.

• Horry

• John

• "Block

A.S.C.,

Fischbeck,

A.

with

is

Poromount

Fomous Ployers-Losky

ot the

Long

photogrophing

W.

studio,

Islond

D.

Griffith's production of "Solly of the

Sowdust."

• Tony Goudio,

FILM
LABORATORIES

busy on
the cinemotogrophy of "Groustork," the
Schenck production
lotest Joseph M.
storring

A.S.C.,

still

is

Normo Tolmodge.

Negative Developing
and Daily Print

Arnold, A.S.C., is filming King
Vidor's production, "The Big Porode,"

Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer

ot the

389
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©John W.

Boyle, A.S.C.,

studios.

Exclusively

be chief
Notionol

will

,

cinemotogropher on the First
feoture,
"Viennese
Medley,"
which will go into production under the
personol supervision of June Mothis.

6701

SANTA MONICA BLVD.

speciol

• Chorles

Rosher, A.S.C.

,

hos concluded

the photogrophy on "Little Annie Rooney" ond is reody for preporotions on the
next Mory Pickford feoture

• Ernest

A.S.C.,

hos

finished

Lynne,"
"Eost
shooting
Flynn production for Fox.

on

Emmett

Polmer,

• Victor

Milner,

who hos

A.S.C.,

completed the filming of

just

A. Walsh's

R.

production of "The Wonderer" for Fomous Ployers-Losky, hos signed o controct
for o period of two yeors with Poro-

mount.

I

D. Jennings, A.S.C.,

Rudolph Volentino's

is

(Variable Area System)

FREQUENCY

Noldi)

(Nito

1

RANGE

0,000 Cycles

first
is

di-

DETAILS

recting.

Galvanometer element

• Don

FIDELITY

filming Mrs.

Thomos Buckinghom

production.

HIGH

I

Recording Galvanometer
0 to

• J.

I

GRanite 3108

Clork,

jump bock

primed to
cinemotogrophic hor-

A.S.C.,

into his

is

oil

ness ogoin, now thot Tom Mix hos returned from his triumphont tour of
Europe.

• Norbert

F.

Brodin, A.S.C., hos ot lost

returned from locution in Conodo where
he wos quortered for so long on locution on Fronk Lloyd's lotest production,

"Winds

of

• Ernest

Holler, A.S.C..

Chonce."

and

optical

ports ore identical
with those of the units previously advertised. Our three
models give o choice of
physical dimensions which

permit o neat and convenient installation on any recorder or single system camera.
thorough technical description will be sent on request.

Literature and

To

facilitate installation, every order should be accompanied by a sketch
will mount the
showing essential dimensions of recorder or camera.
unit in your camera or recorder, completely adjust it and furnish o test

We

recording, for o small additional charge.
is

photogrophing

Model "C" High

Fidelity

$350.00

Recording Unit

in

U.S.A.

The gratifying and consistent expansion of our business has
necessitated the removal of our “work-shop” to more commodious and convenient quarters where we shall be better
able to serve our rapidly growing clientele.

DAN CLARK

THE BERNDT-M AURER CORP.

MARRIES

Don Clork, A.S.C., for these mony
yeors o single mon, hos finolly joined
the ronks of the benedicts.
Don on July 3rd morried Miss Mory
Dohl ot Coliente, Mexico. The couple
kept the secret of their morrioge until
no
could
lost week when the groom
longer resist the temptotion of possing
out cigors.

Don

Clork,

it

will

be recoiled,

is

one

studios.

comeromen of the Hollywood
He photogrophed oil of the

Tom Mix

pictures

of the oce

ond recently hos been
photogrophy for vorious Fox
His lotest picture is "This Is
releoses.
The Life" feoturing Jone Withers, which
will soon be releosed.

directing

117 EAST 24TH STREET

Everything

Photographic

for Professional

New ond

and Amateur

Used, bought, sold, rented and

repaired. Designers and manufacturers of H. C. E. Combination
lens shade and filter-holder
for any size lens.

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga

Blvd.,

Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Send tor Bargain Catalog

NEW YORK
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at Sacrifice

Inherent diffusion and a built-in dimrheostat feature a new general
lighting unit developed by A. C. JenkThe lamp is of the
ing, of Hollywood.

Camera

ming

Has built-in motor, automatic dissolve, pilot pins and anti-buckling de40mm,
vice.
Four 1000-ft. magazines
Debrie fricand
lenses
tion tripod and new type Debrie finder.

— —

75mm

50mm

type, employing standard PS
1,000 or 2,000 watt globes to which a
special reflecting area has been applied.
reflector

Leather-covered carrying trunk and tripod cover. It’s the latest type equip-

ment

.

.

.

like

it

globe,

new!

Motion Picture Camera Supply,

coated on

is

and

the

front

side

This reflecting surface consists of a mirrorlike aluminum deposit which is stated
by the inventor to be of the highest reflective value, and to withstand wear,

Inc.

New York City
723 Seventh Avenue
Cable: “Cinecamera”

heat,

and

corrosive action;

virtually all

the

of

the forward rays of

reflects

the filament back upon the lamp's

New Type SUPER PARVO DEBRIE
Ultra Silent

INBUILT DIFFUSION FEATURES

NEW LAMP

main

reflector.

This reflector
also

an

is

non-specular, and

According to the inventor,
microscopically
this

plating

its

surface

is

means of
by
and breaks up the

faceted

action,

into

light-rays

is

aluminum.

electrolytic deposit of

diffused

completely

a

conextreme
diffusion thus produced, the lamp will
not produce a hard shadow at any time.
The globe and the reflectors are fixed,
and the beam does not focus as in con-

beam,

eliminating

ventional diffusers.

the

need

Due

to the

for

ventional units.

__

Holl'V^ood

The rheostat

mounted

is

at the rear

lamp house, behind the reflector.
located cenIt is controlled by a knob
The
trally on the back of the lamp.
unmanufactured
being
are
new lights

of the

f^OTlON pICTURE/COUIPMEliT (O.
64 5 NORTH MARTEL

[[D.

CABLE ADDRESS ARTREEVES

AVE-

HOLL.VWOOD, CALIFORNIA. U

SA

der the

name "Vitachrome."

PHOTOGRAPHIC SLIDE-RULE
John L.

TRUEBALL

A.S.C., has de-

camera

exposures

and

depth of focus. On one face of the rule
calculator, by which
is a depth of focus
25mm
the focal depth of any lens from
determined
instantly
be
may
to 200mm

ALLOY
LIGHTER WEIGHT
Head
known for

Efficient

follow shots,

still -

apertures,

OF SPECIAL
The Same

Jr.,

variables such as filter-factors, shutter-

TRIPOD HEADS
For

Russell,

veloped a slide rule which greatly simplithe computation of photographic
fies

for

smoothness of operation and equal tension on
all movements.
their

any

focal

setting

and

aperture.

Lenses of longer focus can also be accommodated by a simple additional process.

Unaffected by temperature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell
Cameras and their respective
T'ipod.
With the ORIGINAL
instant
hnndle.

release

telescopic

Model A for Amamotion picture

teur

cameras. Attaches
any standard STILL
Tripod, $12.00.
Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled
simplicity,

for

FRED HOEFNER

operation.

GLadstone 0243
5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

inch

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

ac-

curacy and speed of

The Hoefner
Iris

shade
is

also

product.

four-

and Suncombination
a superior

The opposite face of the rule provides
means for determining the correct exposure for any filter on Eastman Type
2 or SuperSensitive, DuPont Regular,
Special or Superior, and Agfa SuperPan films. By the same device, the correct

lens-aperture

for

any

change

in

shutter-opening or camera-speed may
be quickly determined, motion picture

camera exposures may be translated into
still-camera exposures, and all exposurefactors in still photography may be determined

exactly

cine factors.

as

accurately

as

are

i

If

it

isn't

It isn’t

If

it

J.

E.

Super

isn’t

It isn’t

Eastman

X

Super

X

the Best Negative

BRULATOUR, INC.

new
ex posed

in
/

a

FILMO
Cam era
All

honors to Kodachrome! And to enjoy

the full

jK)Ssihilities

new

of this Avonderfiil

three-color process, use

it

in a Fihno.

Filmo

has the scientific design phis precise eonstriietion essential to fine color results.

Taylor-Hohson lens
tion

same

and

is

Its

noted for sharp defini-

ahility to focus all colors at the

plane.

The

216° shutter

opening of

Filmo 70 Cameras admits 20 % more light
than other shutters — an important ailvantage. Aon'll surely
it

John Arnold, President of the American Society of
Cinematographers and head of the M. G. M. camera department, discussing his Fihno 70-D camera
with Grace Moore, who also is a Fihno owner.

want color when yon

see

at the races, at the tea party,

in full color or in black

exposed in a Fihno!

Go
versatile

camera —
any set-

‘ving yoti

on

tour, at the

heaeh and in the backyard with the kids,

and Avhite.
and take a real
movie camera you

to vour dealer’s todav

look at the finest 16

mm.

can buy — made by Bell

&

Howell, world’s

foremost manufacturer of studio cameras

up yon want htrany
picture yon want —

and equipment used by the major film

indoors, otildoors.

producers.

Filmo 70-1), master of all 16 mm. movie
cameras three-lens turret, seven film
speeds, variable viewfinder. Price, .S202. 50
and up.

—

Filmo

12

1

— feather-weifilil, automat-

mafiazine loadinij, invitingly small,
d'he most "carrvalile" 16 mm. camera in moviedom. Price, $67.50.
ic

FILMO
Be!l

&

Howell Company, IHf8 l.arclimont Ave.. Chicago;

Aew

Personal Movie Cameras

and Projectors

York; Hollywood; London (B

&H

Co., Ltd.), Established 1907

Home

Negative and Positive
Laboratory

Let*$

Talk About Shutters

Anihfiation for the

Amateur

Breaking Cine Traditions
.

i^ir

and

other features-

YOUR MOVIE-MAKING

STEP UP

SKILL

...WITH AGFA’S FINER GRAIN!
N army of

enthusiastic users will

testify that

winter

.

.

.

.

.

summer,

they get better movies

.

with Agfa 16

mm. Fine-Grain

chrome Reversible
extreme fineness

of

Plena-

Film.

This film brings to 16

mm.

users an

grain that makes

possible large-size projection

without loss of detail.
daylight,

is

or

fall

Its

.

.

.

speed, in

practically that of 16

mm.

Panchromatic
and its full orthochromatism, wide latitude, and truly
effective antihalation coating combine to make it an ideal film for
general outdoor use.
.

.

.

Use Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome, your dealer has it, and step up
your skill with Agfa's extra margin of
guality. Made by Agfa Ansco Corporation in Binghamton, N. Y.
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MOVIE
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Contents
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.

NEGATI VE-Positive Laboratory
by Charles E. Keevil

THE
by

J.

Art Director

Belmar Hall

398

LET'S Talk About Shutters
by L. Guy Wilky, A.S.C

ANIMATION
by William

for the

399

Amateur

400

A.S.C

Stull,

EDIT Your Ideas

—

or

Sweat

by Karl Hale

BREAKING
by

Wm.

A DAY

J.

401

Cine Traditions
Grace

402

with Your Dog

by James

WHEELS

L.

of

403

Fritz

404

Industry

HERE'S How, by A.S.C. Members

Next Month
• Under
PROFESSIONAL

Criticism

of

the

Amateur

I

picture

is

a port of the service offered by the

396

16mm

in

the

Wm.

Stull,

what

to

shots you

.

.

413

.

it with Added Scenes,"
next month will tell you
of those miscellaneous
during the summer, and per-

title

"Say

A.S.C.,

do with a

made

lot

{

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Many

ore

haps even before that.

i;

not aware of
i

this.

been reviewed

this

Hundreds

of pictures

post year by

hpve

members

of

the American Society of Cinematogrophers for
the Amateur.

I

• "Tricks with a Mirror" will also interest
you. You will be surprised just how many gags
you can do cinematographically with the common ordinary every day mirror.

—
•
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Negative-Positive

Home

Laboratory

Work

more, the serious worker in 16mm film
turning to the negative - positive process in
is
preference to the reversal process because of the
many advantages it offers; such as, an unlimited number
of copies of equal quality, wide latitude in exposure for

M

ore and

effects, the possibility of introducing many trick
and a negative to preserve. The one
objection to this process in the past, graininess, has been
largely eliminated by the film manufacturers who now
offer 16mm negative stock which will produce pictures of
the purpose
It is
excellent quality if handled correctly.

special

by

effects in the printer,

to give the beginner sufficient information
he can do his own laboratory work, as many
serious workers prefer, or to understand the process well
enough to use it successfully when the work is done by a
commercial laboratory.
First, let us consider the equipment needed to develop
and print 16mm film. Some type of drum or rack with

Charles E. Keevil

of this article

so

that

tanks for developing the film, a drying drum,

a

printer

and a dark room lamp complete the necessary equipment
and a scale to weigh them if the
outside of chemicals
worker wants to compound his own. Many of these items

—

can be made by the worker, so the cash outlay need not
be great unless it is desired to process a large amount of
film.

of the printing light.

The

first

item, the developing

drum

or rack,

together

one of the most important items. There
are several special reel and tank outfits on the market
which can be bought reasonably and which will do the
work nicely altho they do not permit ready inspection of
They also require careful
the film during development.
handling of the film in transferring to the drying drum.
will find the drum system
beginner
the
believes
The writer
the easiest to handle safely and one that can be easily
made at home. The accompanying photograph shows such
a drum together with its tank. The drum can be made of
wood of such size as the worker may desire (the one
shown holds 50 feet of film) with wooden dowel pins set
in three of the bars to space the turns of film. The whole
The tank
is well painted with a black waterproof enamel.
is

which the drum revolves is best made of stainless steel
with welded joints, altho other metals (such as brass or
galvanized iron) with soldered joints can be used if the
whole tank is given several coats of good waterproof
enomel. The enamel should be inspected frequently and
touched up when it becomes chipped. Three tanks will
be required, one of which should have a tube for attaching
a hose from the water faucet for washing the film.
in

a skeleton affair supported
so it can be revolved in winding the wet film onto it from
It can be only a four bar "drum”
the developing drum.

The drying drum can be

if

simplicity of construction

is

desired.

The printer is the most elaborate piece of equipment
needed but even it can be built from a small projector
or camera similar to the one described in the June 1935
Of course, the
issue of the American Cinematographer.
details will have to be altered to fit the type of projector
or camera being used; the main things to secure being
good contact between the two films, uniform speed of
the motor drive and a means of changing the intensity

possible,

it

is

desirable to be able

to

—

but that will complicate things too much for the
constructor unless he is well equipped with tools.
printer is run at a speed of about 8 frames per
second (half camera speed) the operator can make the
light changes by watching the picture in the aperture or
from the signal. If one is well supplied with cash, there
lever,

home
If

with their tanks

If

watch the picture being printed at the aperture so as
change the printing light as the scene changes. If
the camera or projector being used will not permit this,
the negative film can be notched on one edge at the scene
changes and a lever put on the printer to ride on the edge
when a notch comes through, the
of the negative film
lever will drop slightly and can be arranged to give a
signal for the light change. Commercial printers automatically make the light change when the notch passes the
to

the

are several good

A

16mm

printers on the market.

dark-room lamp with both red and green

safelights,

chemicals, scale (if used), bottles for the storing of solutions, and a small viscose sponge complete the equipment.
Half-gallon fruit jars of the glass top variety are excellent for storing developer and hypo as the rubber ring
The viscose sponge should be cut
seals them air-tight.
in half, so as to have two thin pieces for removing excess
water from the film when it is wound onto the drying drum.

Making the Negative
All the large film

manufacturers make

16mm

negative

many do
know about them. Eastman, Agfa and Gaevert make

altho they don't seem to advertise the fact and

not
a regular speed panchromatic negative which is about Vi
stop faster than regular reversal panchromatic film while
Du Pont makes both a regular and a "Special" or supersensitive panchromatic negative, the supersensitive being
to
Vi stop
stop faster than the regular or
about
1

1

faster than regular

panchromatic

—

reversal.

A

1

good exposure

if
a Weston meter is used, o film
meter is a big help
speed factor of 16 for the regular negative and 24 for
All these
the Speeial is about right for daylight work.
films come on daylight-loading spools and are loaded in

the camera in the same manner as the reversal film
a difference in the film will be noted as the non-halation
coating on the negative is much lighter in color, not the

heavy black as found on

camera should be done
sensitive
In

film,

to avoid

reversal

film.

Loading of the

carefully, especially with the super-

edge

fog.

order to gain familiarity with the equipment,

the

—

beginner may want
camera and develop

shoot some positive stock in the
before attempting the panchromatic
can be handled in quite a bright
red light so that the worker can see what he is doing
while the panchromatic film must be handled in a dim
A fairly
or better still, without any light.
green light
to

it

Positive stock

negatives.

—

good negative can be made on positive stock, except
color rendering,
for

it

is

should

film

this

if

panchromatic reversal
the light

is

for

given a soft development. Exposure
be about the same as for regular
in

good

light

—

a

little

more when

poor.

Developing the Negative

When

the film has been exposed and ready for devel-

opment, the lights are extinguished except the proper safe
light and one end of the film attached to the drum with
a thumb tack. The drum is revolved and the film wound
between the spacing pins (emulsion side out, of course)
until the drum is full or the end is reached.
The end of
the film is then fastened with a rubber band to the drum
the rubber band will take up the slack (film expands

—

when wet), if the film is revolved in the developer in the
same direction as when the film is wound on the drum.
The developer is then poured into the tank and the
drum revolved slowly so the film dips into the solution
quantity of developer is needed with this
system of development. The beginner should stick to a
standard developer such as Eastman's D-76 which was
developed especially for fine grain development of motion
picture film. This formula developer can be bought ready

only

a

small

water

to dissolve in
it

will

keep

for

if

it

months

desired to

isn't
if

bottled

in

compound

it

an air-tight

and
fruit

container when not in use. The formula
given below for those who want to mix their own;
jar or similar

Metol

-

Sodium Sulphite
Hydroquinone
Borax

Water

great contrast

60 grains
7 ounces

150 grains
60 grains
’/2

The regular panchromatic negative

—

is

films

gallon

are capable

too great unless development

is

of

Lengthening development time increases contrast, shortening development time reduces contrast, other things being
equal. By varying the length of development time a negative can be made to suit the worker's idea of contrast altho
the shorter development times will give finer grained negatives. The writer likes about 1 Vz minutes with the regular
and 9 minutes with the Special panchromatic negatives
when the developer temperature is 68°. The worker will
have to decide for himself what degree of contrast he likes
and alter his development time accordingly. After the
film has been developing for about 5 minutes, a green
safe light can be brought up close to the film for examinaA
tion, altho not much can be seen in the weak light.
straight time development is best, especially if a short
test has been taken off the roll and developed before
If that is done,
the whole
starting to do the whole roll.
development of the negative can be carried out in total
darkness so that all danger of fog is eliminated.

When
inspection

the development
or

time,

the

is

film

complete, as determined by
is

transferred

to

the

wash

tank and revolved for a minute or two, then transferred
to the hypo tank for fixing. Eastman's prepared acid fixing
powder is quite satisfactory for this one pound makes
half a gallon of solution which will keep nicely in a jar
when not in use. Revolve the film through the hypo until
after
the silver bromide is completely dissolved away
it visibly begins to disappear, the white lights can be turned
on for the rest of the process. Complete fixing is desired,
so do not rush the operation; again as long as it takes the

—

—

film to visibly clear,

is

safe.

After fixing, the film is washed thoroughly by revolving it in the wash tank while water from a faucet is
run into the tank with a rubber hose and allowed to
overflow the tank. About 15 minutes of washing will be
satisfactory, after which the film is run onto the drying
drum. Loosen one end of the film on the developing drum
and attach it to the drying drum. Wet the two pieces
of viscose sponge and squeeze out as dry as possible. Place
one piece of the sponge on each side of the film and revolve the drying drum so as to pull the wet film off the
developing drum through the sponges and onto the drying drum.
Press the sponges together firmly enough to
the hardener in
wipe all surface moisture off the film

—

watched.

(Continued on Page 408)
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you happen to be at the beach and everything is
you can build your own pier or have
a rack pile fit into the scene by adding a few sticks of
wood or some rocks, so that they cut into the frame line
and give the appearance of having been there for years.
It is good
to have food that will attract the gulls that
migh be flying overhead, you have added the note of interest that makes good pictures.
Always remember that adding something to the composition will lend interest to what a moment ago seemed
It
is well
to remember that the camera lens has
static.
no brains, it is up to you to put them there. Also, that
the camera is not frozen to any restrictions like the human body, but will see things at more angles than man
has ever attempted with his eyes. Don't be afraid to go
to the top of a building, or to shoot thru some high window. You can climb out on a strong limb and shoot
the scene, or get down on the ground and shoot up to
the scene, that will add interest.
Take some small props and place them in your foreground, personal things that will build up the scene. If
you were shooting your garden with the flowers and bushes
showing along the path don't be afraid to put a watering
pot, and some odd flowerpots strewn about. This will show
that some living person had really planted your garden,
If

flat in the foreground,

ie pile of rocks shown in the lower left hand
rner is the box of rocks above camouflaged
th a bit of shrubbery.
,

he

hanging in from the upper
being held by an assistant.

branch

hand corner

left

is

The Art
Director

and

it

adds that abstract note of

human

interest.

When

shooting the children at play don't be afraid
toys on the ground, they do throw things
about, and, as you pan into them a Teddybear lying over
on its side with a leg up in the air adds humor to the
scene. A broken doll face down adds pathos, blocks that
might have been a castle are swept aside, throw a block
to scatter

16 mm

In

some

and follow shot, you have action.

by
J.

Belmar Hall,

Instructor

Department of Cinema', U.S.C.

When

shooting interior scenes it is good to look carethat comes into the scene, then^ place
a bit of paper at each object and you will soon see that a
lot of things can be removed without hurting the composiThis method is used by the best interior decorators
tion.
fully

at each item

(Continued on Page 406)

rom

to the screen, the art director is closest
6mm,
In
involved methods of production.
the cameraman is his own art director. Every scene
good scene, but he can make it so with
is not always a
very little effort. This may sound hard but the seemingly

F

to

story

the

1

uninteresting shot can be very vital and dynamic in compoIn a moment the flat desert scene becomes alive

sition.

The beautiful sce'.nes in Eisenstein's "Storm
Over Mexico," were nothing but the cameraman using the
camera as the painter-artist uses his brushes and pigments,
plus his head in seeing only what is essential in good comwith interest.

position.

How
so

is

this

Instead of shooting the desert as
small vegetation, take some

done?

much open country with

the foreground, and frame your
everything but the props that hold
them in position. You have added the note of interest
that makes it good balance, or composition.
You can take a small twig or branch and let it fall
into the frame line, so that it will lead the eye to the
In action shots it is very important to
center interest.
have lines that will lead into the picture, this can be done
by adding some abstract props that never detract but force

cactus and

place

shot so that

it

it

takes

in

in

the eye to follow lines into

main

action.

Upper picture shows marine scene without anyforeground to give perspective. In lower
sketch you have the impression of pier.
Lower picture shows desert scene, composition is
added by using cacti as indicated.

thing

in
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Lets Talk

About
^+6*

=

180“

=

135*

=

1/27 Sec.

Shutters
by
L.

A

mateur

Guy

Wilky, A.S.C.

filmers aren't so very unlike their profes-

On both sides of the studio wall,
camera-users discussing their equipment
and its possible improvement.
Among the amateurs, a
great deal has been said about film, lenses, tripods, exposure-meters, and such things: but one of the most important features of all has almost completely escaped atsional

fellows.

1/32 Sec.

you'll find

tention.

Perhaps it's just as well that most
without ever realizing that
the cine camera harbors such a thing as a shutter; but
for the advanced worker, an understanding of what the
cine-camera shutter does, and the relation it bears to the
results on the screen, would be very valuable.
To begin with, why is a shutter? When we expose a
This

the shutter.

is

make

novices

frame of cine

their

pictures

the

is
held motionless in the
the next frame, the film must
be moved, to bring an unexposed section into place. Dur-

aperture.

film,

Before

film

1/48 Sec.

we expose

ing this movement, we must cut off the light falling on
the film from the lens, or our picture will be just a blur.
So we have a shutter, which cuts off the light while the
film is in motion.
In most 16mm cameras, the shutter is
a simple, rotating disc. Part of the disc is cut away, to
let the light through for the exposure, for the disc rotates continuously.
The simplest way of stating how much of the period

o^ each

rotation the shutter is open, is by stating how
many degrees of the full circle of the disc have been cut
away. If one quarter of the disc has been cut away, we
have a 90° shutter; if one-half has been removed, we say
we have a 80° shutter.
Obviously, the larger the opening of the shutter is,
the more light we will have to expose each frame of film.
But there are some definitely limiting factors. Most important of these is the mechanical problem of moving the film.
During the period between the exposure of two successive
frames (that is, the time the shutter is closed), the film
must be started, moved, and stopped dead. Clearly, if the
open part of the shutter is large, the film must accelerate,

50"

=

1/1 15

Sec.

1

move and
is

decelerate very quickly, while

smaller, the film can be

ingly,

more

movement by
for

if the open sector
slowly and, accord-

this less strenuous
getting less light, acting for a shorter time,

our exposure.
But what does

erawork?

moved more

But we pay for

gently.

all

this

have to do with ordinary cam-

Suppose you have a still camera, and the correct exposure for a given shot is f:8 at 1/25 of a second. If
you shorten the time to 1/50 of a second, you'll have to
open the lens up to f:5.6 if you want to keep your exposure the same.
It's quite the same in cine-camerawork.
Suppose we
have the familiar "Filmo 70" camera, which has a shutteropening of 216°. This gives us an exposure-time of 1/27
of a second.
If we make a scene with this camera, and
find that f:8 is the right stop to use, our exposure will
definitely
be
different from what another fellow who
has a camera with a smaller shutter-opening would have
to use.
Let's say the other fellow has a "Filmo 75,"
which has a shutter-opening of 135°. This will give him
(Continued on Page 410)
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and even

convey thoughts which cannot be captured

to

by straightforward camerawork.
What is animation? Boiled down to essentials, it is
such as
the trick of photographing any inanimate object

—

a

cardboard cut-outs, clay figures, or

series of drawings,

—one

frame at a time, moving the object approprieach exposure, so that on the screen the
object appears to move. In other words, making on inanimate object appear animate. Notice, too, that drawings
aren't the only things that can be animated!
toys

ately between

To begin with a very simple bit of animation, let's
take the spiral "wipe" matte mentioned in Lerpee's article.
Then a single line appeared,
It began with a white card.
running down from the top to the center. This black line
photographed
was then widened, a little bit at a time

—

—

until it had swung around
one frame at a time, of course
on the center of the frame, completely blacking out the
field.

Suppose we want
the plain white card.

do this by drawing; we begin with
Then we draw the black line in, and
Then we widen the line at the top
to

expose one frame.
until we have a V as slim as a slice of pie in a Scotch
and take another frame. Again we widen the
restaurant
and so on until the V has
V, and expose another frame
broadened and broadened through the whole circle.

—

—

do this by means of cutcan begin with our white card, and then draw

Now, suppose we want

We

outs.

to

Next, we take several
ruler.
paper or cardboard, a bit bigger
the black paper squares between
which cut-films are packed will be perfect, if our white
card is small enough. On the back of them, we mark off
in

the

pieces

than

Animation

of

dead black

white

a circle with a

card:

compass and white ink or

pencil.

on the rim of the circle as we want
to have frames in our wipe. Using this template, it is easy
enough to cut out a series of segments, each of which is
one division larger than the one before it. The black line
we've drawn on the white card will give us a mark by which
to register the cut-outs as we photograph them one after
the other. And there's our matte
made by animation.
The same idea, by the way, can be used with a single
circle if, after shooting the white card, we change to a black
card background and a full white circle, which is trimmed
away bit by bit.

for

many

divisions

—

Amateur

In figuring

by

William

Stull,

A.S.C.

out these animations,

it

is

a good thing to

recall that the standard projecting-speed is 16 frames petsecond, and that while the average professional fade may

run faur seconds, the "wipe"
tion,

is

generally a faster transi-

and should be accomplished quicker.

table will help in timing not only these, but

Seconds

M

Take one
mark

these as a template, and with a pair of dividers

of

off as

the

black line with a

first

the

Frames

aking amateur animated

cartoons will probably
never become a popular indoor sport; too few of
us con draw even one picture well
let alone
the several thousand necessary to moke o "Mickey Mouse."
But animation con nevertheless do a great deal to liven up
our home-made movies. In his recent article on making
trovelling-motte "wipes," Paul Lerpee, A.S.C., remarked
that o number of very interesting "wipes" could be mode
The some
by using animation in making the mattes.
idea can be used in innumerable different ways to provide
special effects, interesting or amusing scenes or sequences.

—

1

16

-

2

32
48
64
80

3

4
5

.

In addition,

it

is

well to

Seconds
10
15

20
30
60

The following
all

animations.

Frames

160

240
320
480
...960

remember that there are 40 frames
and 4,000 frames in the aver-

to the foot of

16mm

film,

age 100-foot

roll

of

film.

(Continued on Page 412)
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Your

Ideas

Sweat

or

Then from that

and

film you will learn a lot about editing

titling.

aphazard

snapshooting is fun ... in fact it's
but like everything else, what comes easy
must be paid for. Now, pay for it in trying to
edit your film that you shot this summer during your
vacation and on your trips.
Movies can never be a series of snap shots, they must
meaning interest. Even a still pichave continuity
ture to be worth keeping should have interest.
taking it is worth shooting from
is worth
If a scene
several angles or at least from a long shot, medium and
In
hasn't that do not shoot it.
If your scene
close-up.
other words edit your idea before exposing your film.
The average shooter in Europe does not have the
money the American cinefilmer has to put into film. The
result is that the making of a picture is an event with
him. He does not try to see how quickly he can shoot his
hundred feet, but how well he can shoot it. He must make
every foot count.
We heard of one chap, in the still picture field, whose
quota was 12 negatives a year— not twelve rolls, but
twelve negatives. He couldn't afford more. Each one of
his shots was thought out for many weeks before it was
made. He waited until the light was right. In fact he
spent weeks and months planning and watching light and
only minutes in his shooting. Of course, we do not have
that patience, but still there is no use of us not getting
more for our money.

H

easy;

.

We

often

.

.

read suggestions something

like

this.

You

ore going on your vacation; you are going by auto, so why
not open up with the car driving off? You use the car so

much today that an auto does not mean a big trip, it
does not mean vacation. In fact you might be going to
the theatre, to visit your relatives or in fact to any event.
The scene of the auto as an opener is hackneyed; it's a
bromide unless you can get some other angle on that auto,
some other twist on it. The straight shot of an auto does
not take any thinking, it is the simplest thing, you are
traveling along the lines of least resistance.
However, you are back from your trip, you have done
your shooting and now you want to make your film interesting.

That means editing and

it

means

titling.

you cannot edit or title, or are afraid of it, it is
effort, send your film off to some professional
editor, give him the story of the trip and watch his results.
If

your

first

One

thing you will

learn that he

does not

make

his

scenes too long. He is not afraid to cut. He is not afraid
to eliminate scenes entirely that are not vital to the continuity or that are not interesting.

Remember you are biased. You saw the original scene.
It amazed you, but your shot of it may not amaze anyone.
You are still hypnotized by the original scene. It still
returns vividly to your imagination every time you see
your shots of it; but that isn't true of the other fellow.
He will be bored stiff.

Some people will tell you not to use many titles. If
your film needs them, use them. After all it is your film;
If you put the titles in you will not have
it is your story.
to supplement the picture with a verbal description.
Another thing that will help your film is dressing your
See that
up. See that they are properly centered.
they are spaced right. And see that they are squared with
have a great number of them and
If you
your frame.
you use a typewriter titler and you want black background
with white letters, why not go out and buy yourself a
hundred feet of positive film? It will cost about a dollar,
titles

and a few cents more to have it developed, but you
have nice snappy black and white titles. If you can

will

set

your lamps about 12 inches from your title card, use two
photofloods and use an opening of about f:8. You will
find you have made a swell exposure and that your blacks
will be coal-black and your letters very white.

Most of this is addressed to the beginner. The advanced amateur has familiarized himself with the basic
principles of title making and editing. He wants the more
tricky stuff and the arty line. There are many, however,
who do not have the background to permit them to go
that

far

in

photography,

therefore

these

instructions

in

the a.b.c. of editing.

more about cutting your film. If you haven't
a story try to dope out something that will tie your untogether. Perhaps you can use a map. You
scenes
related
might shoot people on your front porch. Shoot a close-up
But a

of

bit

one person speaking to another with the following

title:

"Where Did You Go On Your Trip?"
You go back to a long shot. Show him taking out an
auto road map, pinning it up on the wall or laying it down
on the table. Show him point with his pencil to the city
(Continued on Page 41
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often tell just as much as a movie shot, especially where
the subject is inanimate. Another instance of the superiority of a still picture over a movie is in filming interiors
when the light is poor. A ten-second time exposure gave
us excellent indoor shots of the picturesquely rustic Inn

where we spent most of our vacation, where a movie would
have, of course, been out of the question.

we used Verichrome exclusively for the two
cameras, and Kodachrome (without any filters) for
We would have liked to use color exclusively, but it hasn't yet been placed on the market in
pack and rail film form to fit our cameras. If we'd had a
Leica or a Contax, of course, we would have used color
even for stills, for color is available in 35mm film.
For film,

still

the movie shots.

Our reason for selecting Verichrome for stills was that
amazing latitude of this double-base film makes it
almost impossible to under or over expose.
have made
many stills of equipment and when
run across a subject
the

I

I

always make one
shot undertimed and another overtimed.
Almost invariably, both shots look as if they'd been timed exactly the
For
example,
recently
same.
made a 5-second shot
and a 15-second shot of the identical subject, and they
both looked perfectly timed. On another occasion,
used
a single Photoflash for one shot and two Photoflashes for
another of the same subject, and
can't tell which is
which. We found, also, that Verichrome renders foliage
that simply does not allow of retakes,

Breaking

I

I

I

Cine

I

and human

Traditions

flesh

tones very well.

But when it came ta selecting mavie film, Kadachrome
it was, and no alternative.
When Kodachrome first came
out,
shot a roll experimenting to learn its possibilities
and shortcomings. So natural was the caloring that we
didn't use a single foot of black-and-white.
It
is
my
personal opinion that scenics are most disappointing when
made on black-and-white for the simple reason that what
makes most scenery beautiful is the color, not the form.
We mentally picture the scenes we have seen for their
color, yet black-and-white film abruptly forgets all the
nuances of color shades, and our memory is severely jolted.
I

by

Wm.

J.

Grace

In shooting Kodachrome,
had found that using a
film speed of 5 gave good results, altho 6 is found
Weston's chart which has been recently mailed to owners
of their exposure meter.
If
the scene is slightly overexposed, the coloring seems to be more delicatly natural,
I

Weston
in

U

sually an

appears just about

article of this kind

the time most filmers are packing up and pushing
off on vacation trips, but I'm going to reverse
and tell what happened on my recent trip
procedure
the
hoped would happen. This type of article,
instead of what
appearing before the filming season, is ordinarily published
I

as a

source of

my
my memory.

than foresight, and while

better

filming

what

however, is often
own experiences of

Hindsight,

inspiration.

I

my

trip are fresh

learned

Because

I

in

on cur Colorado

I'm setting

this

trip

down

year.

was a Graflex enthusiast long before ama-

teur movies entered

my

life,

I

took along

my

little

ZVaxSVa

RB Graflex, os well os my 70D. My wife, to whom
offered o small new camera, took along o battered old
the box Brownie
box Brownie, probably out of sentiment
hod mode so many trips with her she couldn't bear to turn
I

—

traitor and use another camera.
That mode three cameras, and two of the cameras
went with us everywhere we went, and sometimes oil three
were in action. Why take any still shots when we had a
movie camera along? Simply because there are still places
where snapshots are better and more practical than movies
-and they are a lot less expensive. One still picture can

—

in scenics.
The chief trouble with past color
been in their tendency to overemphasize the
and because Kadachrome isn't so blatant in its
coloring it makes it the first really decent commercially

especially
films

has

coloring,

available color film.
If
seem, by virtue of my enthusiasm for Kodachrome,
be working for the Eastman Company, please forgive
You who have follawed my articles for the past year
scatter as many sour grapes over inand a half know
adequate equipment as archids aver good equipment. Primarily, Eastman develops, makes, and sells film, not
I

to

me.

I

equipment, and when two films as excellent as Verichrome
think
and Kodachrome are put aut at reasonable prices,
they should be highly complimented.
I

feel that
do,
don't often take a trip, but when
part of the cost of the vacation should include a good
supply of film. After all, memary does fail, dim with the
passing of years. And at least as much pleasure is obtained reliving the sights and scenes of one's trips thru
movies and stills as one has an the trip itself. When
I

I

I

I

(Continued on Page 406)
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He yawns

Scene 4.
Close-up shot of the dog.
then walks out of the scene.

40J

again,

Med. shot^of a man asleep in bed. The dog
and lands astride his master. The
As soon as the dog sees that he is
awake, he licks the man's face. The two engage in a
short scuffle. The man pushes the dog off of the bed and
Scene

5.

the scene

into

leaps

man opens

his eyes.

Both walk out of the scene together.

gets up.

Scene 6.
Med. shot of the dog sitting before the ice
box awaiting his master. Man's legs enter the scene and
the ice box door swings open.
Scene

Close-up shot of the dog's

7.

tail.

It

wag-

is

ging anxiously.

Scene

Close-up shot of the man's hand setting
down the dish of food. The dog thrusts his head into the
scene and the man's other hand comes into the scene and
pushes the dog's head back and sets down the dish. Both
of the man's hands then leave the scene and the dog
8.

begins to eat.

Med. shot

Scene 9.
Leicaphoto by Nina Morgan

He

fast.

Scene

He

me

let

Day

1

1

of the dog finishing his breakchops then walks slowly out of the scene.

Med. shot

10.

scratches on

Scene

A

licks his

it

dog sitting by the door.
back down ana looks back.

of the

sits

wish Bob would hurry up and
a fellow has gotta go, he's gotta go.

When

out.

then

Title

.

.

.

I

Scene 12.
Med. shot of dog sitting by the door. The
man's legs enter the scene. The door swings open and
the dog rushes joyously out.
Scene
3.
Med. shot of the dog lying under a
Suddenly he jumps up as if a thought struck him.

tree.

1

with

Scene 14.
Title ...
wonder where that cat from
next door is?
haven't seen her around lately, guess I'll
have a look around.
I

I

Your Dog

Scene

Close-up shot of the dog locking around

15.

corner of the

a

house.

Scene 16.
Med. shot of the dog sticking
under the back porch or steps.

heaa

his

Scene 17.
Med. shot of the dog looking through the
fence. Suddenly his ears go up.

by

James

Scene

L. Fritz

18.

Scene

19.

He barks

for

Scene 20.
got her told.

N THE

following script we will endeavor to transport
onto paper and film what your dog thinks and feels
during the course of a day in his life. You will find
that this little story is simple to photograph by merely
following your dog on his every-day acts. It should also
prove to be a never-ending source of entertainment and
amusement to you and your immediate friends. The time
The characters are:
in the life of your dog.
is any day
your dog, regardless of breed or size; yourself, and wife.

have

Scene

1

.

Close-up shot of a clock.

The hands are

Scene

No wonder
I'd

3.

.

.

I'm hungry.

better go

names

Title

.

I

Good gosh, look at the time.
wonder if Bob is up yet. Guess

and wake him.

for those

used

Title
feel

I

in

(Note: substitute your own

the script.)

There she

.

.

.

like

little

into

I

guess
sure
suppose I'll
I

I

The dog walks
moment, then begins

of a flower bed.

the hole, and

Scene 22.
of that place.

don't see

Title
I'll

in
.

.

his
.

for

a

Finally he thrusts

comes up with a huge bone
teeth.

Boy, what a mess

catch holy

why they have

I

made out

Ned when Grace
to

sees it, but
plant their old flowers on

my bones anyway.

eating the bone.
scene,

run.

lunch now,

tearing up most of the flowers.

head

grasped triumphantly

top of

now, the hussy.

is

Look at her

.

a

Med. shot

Scene 23.

Med. shot of the dog. He is asleep. Slowly
Scene 2.
he opens his eyes, yawns, stretches, and shakes himself.
He looks up at the clock.

.

the scene, sniffs around

to dig,
his

.

go and dig some up.

to

Scene 21.
into

I

pointing to 8 o'clock.

Title

Close-up shot of the dog barking furiously.
a moment then stops.

just

walking

Med. shot of the dog
Mistress'

purposefully

legs are

toward

lying

under the tree

seen coming into the
the dog.
They stop

before the dog.
He cringes a bit and looks up guiltily.
Mistress bends down over the dog, a switch is in her hand.
She shakes it menacingly in the dog's face. The dog looks
up at her, then puts his head down between his paws.
(Continued on Page ^l
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WHEELS
OE INDUSTRY
ferent from that of daylight, being rich

Brooks Light

Filters

• Some photographic amateurs

ore

still

working

with orthochromotic material.
This is extremely sensitive to blue, less
so to green, and not at all to red. An
unfiltered exposure on this emulsion reveals that blue is rendered much too
light, so that an ordinary landscape photograph is reproduced with the sky as
light as the clouds, thus making the
clouds invisible. The obvious remedy for
this is the use of a filter which reduces
the amount of blue light to reach the

Such a filter is the Optochrom
Produced
in
four
densities,
marked 0, 1,2, and 3, this allows us
film.

Yellow.

the amount of blue light we
wish restrained.
The deeper the color
of the filter, the darker is blue renderto control

Correction for red with this emulsion is obviously impossible.
ed.

With the modern highly

red-sensitive

panchromatic emulsion the problem is
a little different. While this film is still
highly sensitive to blue,
the
orthochromotic
by

weakened

sensitivity

to

it

from

differs

displaying

green,

a

and

a
greatly increased sensitivity to red. Since
the yellow filter does only part of the
job, that is, taking out some blue, but
does nothing to subdue the red, a new
filter

was conceived.

Universal

Green.

A

This

is

yellowish

called

green

the
in

color, the effect of this

is to impede the
transmission of blue and red while allowing the comparatively unobstructed
passage of the green rays. This filter

is

made

in

two densities, marked
and
2 and 3 times respec1

2, with factors of
tively.

Since the latest orthochromatic emulsions can in a certain sense be considered panchromatic, except for the absence of red-sensitivity, this new filter

can be used with them also, having in
this case an equivalent effect to a yellow of equal density.
Even the same
multiplying factors hold true! Hence the

name
In

Universal.

connection

with photgoraphy by
light, filter research has gone
on an entirely different tangent. Because of its speed, panchromatic material has been almast universally used by
phatographers for work under the tungsten lamp. However, since the spectral
composition of this light is entirely difartificial

off

and yellow,

and comparatively
poor in the blue rays, still another, and
totally different filter became necessary.
This was born and christened the Optochrom Blue. A very pale blue, this filrays,
ter subdues the yellow and red
red

in

allowing

while

undisturbed.

crease

in

A

blue

the

tically

exposure of only

prac-

pass

to

an

requires

It

50%

in-

!

portrait of a blonde-haired

person
taken with-

with blue eyes and red lips,
out a filter in tungsten light looks
mighty queer indeed. The eyes are rendered quite dark, the lips much too light,

and

the

facial

rather

color

pale

and infra-red emulsions,
It
is
does several interesting things.
unexcelled for photography of far distant views and for exposures in misty
weather. Its rendering of blue is so dark
that it is possible to produce convincing
Its
night effects in brilliant sunshine.
rendering of cloud formations is magWith panchromatic material
nificent.
the exposure factor is from six to eight
panchromatic

times.

With

infra-red,

about

thirty

times.

These filters are distributed in the
United States in all types and colors by
Burleigh Brooks, New York City.

and

without life. The use of a pole blue
filter,
with its characteristics as described above, changes all this so that
a correct rendition of the tone values

era

results.

brought to the professional and semi-

Of exceedingly great interest also are

Fried Light Tester

•

Recent announcement by Fried

Company

professional

of their

machinery that
of the

No

yellow.

increase

in

exposure

is

re-

quired.

The

U.

V.

is

practically

colorless,

mountain phatography, to absorb the ultra-violet light to which the
used

in

photographic emulsion is normally averThere is no appreciable in-

sensitive.

crease

The

in

exposure.

Optochrom

Red,

for

use

with

35mm

is

Cam-

light tester

laboratory field a

the three special filters devised by Opto-

chrom.

These are termed the Optochrom Reform, U. V., and Red.
The Reform, used in landscape work
to hold back the distance and for an
improved rendition of the sky,
is
a
steeply
graduated
filter
of
circular
shape, ranging from clear glass to deep

16mm

piece of

considered a vital part

field.

tester is small, compact
and has been adopted by
such laboratories as Dunning Process
Company for their 16mm negative and

This

and

light

efficient

positive work.

This

light

tester

gives

the

correct

every scene. Because
half-dozen frames of
uses
positive film for each reading it is considered highly economical.
It is adjustable so that it can be set
for any individual printer. While it may
be used as a companion piece of the
16mm Fried printer it can be adjusted
printing

light

of

it

only

a

(Continued on Page 412)

I

ALL MOVIE MAKERS

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL
MOST VERSATILE
OF ALL

MM.

16

MOVIE

CAMERAS

THE

basic model of the
“Special” possesses many

many

features, permits
fects,

ef-

beyond the seope of any

other 16

makes

mm.

camera. This

eeonomy. Those
of cinematography which are, in some
for

refinements

cases, available as accessories
to good movie cameras, are
already built into the “Special” they need not be purchased individuallv as expensive extras.
Yet, even this unmatched range
Mill not alMays suffice. Hence, its

—

fcM' accessories.

The

Electric

Motor

Drive is for exposure throughout
the unusually M'ide speed range of
from one to sixty-four frames per
second. The Lens Extension Tube
Outfit permits extreme magnification of minute objects xvithout the
assistance of microscopes. The
Optical Finder, which eliminates
parallax, can be calibrated for all
focal length lenses from 15 mm.
Mide angle to 6-inch telephoto and
shoMS the correct field of these

from

lenses
feet

M'hile

infinity

doMn

the camera

to

tMo

is

being

fields

Mould

operated.
Specialists in

many

he hard pressed to imagine the
need of greater cinematographic
versatility than this. Yet it occasionally arises. Here, again, the
“Special” is the ansMer because
the instrument shop in M'hich it is
fabricated Mill undertake to adapt
to meet any individual specifications submitted for estimate.
it

—

For a further outline of
the possibilities of this on tstanding
camera, write for ^^Presenting CineKodak Special,^^ a free booklet
'

upon request from the
Eastman Kodak Company, Roch-

available
ester,

.V. 1'.
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nearby trees

great contrast of flashing

BREAKING CINE TRADITIONS

and steady, unmoving distant mountains
makes a truly scenic movie. Makes you

(Continued from Page 402)

feel as

if

you were

in

the car with the

camera.
shoot, either movie or

thought

perhaps

that

never

I'll

When

way again.

that

with the

it's

still,

pass

see something

I

shoot. When the imsays "get it," I'd better get it
then and there, for bitter regrets
don't fill reels or albums.
that's different,

I

pulse
right

Perhaps
have some queer ideas of
how movies of scenics should be made,
but then a lot of those "crazy" ideas
constantly do
seem to hold water, so
I

I

things I'm told not to do.

For instance,

it
isn't supposed to be proper to take
movies from a moving car, or thru the
Why? Because the motion
windshield.
of the car jiggles the camera.
Because
reflections in the windshield confuse the

picture.

So?

Now

let's

argue those points my way
you don't have to agree with me, you
know. This discussion is in no way to
be taken as agnostic. You say movies
shouldn't be taken from a moving car,
because the car jumps up and down over
bumps, twists and turns around road
curves.
quite agree that movies taken
from a moving car do just that
and
upon this do
base my theory that they
make interesting movies. When you
tour do you stop every few miles and
just sit looking at the view? You do not.
Then why expect movies taken an a

—

I

—

ago

learned

I

that

the

best

way

to

waste film and bore my audiences was
to make what is considered a good pan

—

slow and steady.
It dosen't make a
how firmly the camera
supported, it still is one of the poorest things one can do with a movie
camera, this panning.
There is only
one thing that can be said for panning,
and that is that the related portions of
the subject are tied togeher.
A pan
proves that the first and last parts of
the subject are such-and-so distance
bit of difference
is

apart.

the sight-seeing bridge

over

the

top

in one pan.
made it this way:
about a foot was made of the river, then
a quick swing up the side of the canyon, then a slow pan (looking straight
up) of the bridge, then a fast swing
down the other side of the canyon, finishing with another foot of the river.
all

I

didn't take a lot of film,

is

interesting

watch on the screen, and shows per-

to

I

to

trip

"sit

Whether

still"?

thought about
things that

it

so interesting

is
the constant changing of relations
between foreground and background. If
you just sat and looked awhile here,
and moved on and stopped at the next
place to sit and look, the sights would-

Then why

be nearly so absorbing.

n't

not film them that way?

your camera is going to
down.
Naturally some
things will blur.
So what?
Isn't that
just what it looks like to our own eyes
on tour? If you're making a movie of
moving subjects, the camera njed only
move to keep up with the subject. FurNaturally,

jiggle

ther

walls.

it's just about the way
sweep one's eyes over the

fact,

In

would

place.

you've

or not, one of the very

makes touring

fectly the dizzy height of the towering

one
In

practically

include

a

anything

all

rock
in

or

my
tree

near

the

shats

best shots

I

One

movement

of

the

camera

or a

results as

the

Personally,

tripod.

wanted ma-

I

like

my

motion as

for

as well as scenery, and

tion

much

for their

True,

scenery.

I

used

I

a

Beltipod

the time, and that is probably why
even the difficult shots from our moving

The

car turned out so well.

One thing more, tho, while I'm talking
about trip experiences. Next time, my
cameras will be a lot different than they
were this time. Instead af a five-pound
Graflex measuring about 5 inches all
around, I'm going to have a reflex type
which uses 35mm double frame (like
the Leica size). And it's going to rehang on
it'll
no carrying case
my belt, ready for instant actian, yet

—

quire

protected from water and dust when
For another thing. I'm going to
wrate about
have that "ideal camera"
months
ago. Especially would
few
a
require that it be dust and rain-proaf
It's a mess to lug the
in its own right.
closed.

I

I

heavy carrying case, yet the camera
must be protected from the elements.
Perhaps a few of my readers will not
have taken their trips when this
article appears, and if it will be of any

yet

help

in

selecting

equipment and

film,

found out on my own trip
trust what
may have been worth your while to
I

I

read about.
it

my

off

At any

rate,

I

had

to get

chest.

(Continued from Page 398)

get rid of things that only detract
end never really belonged there in the
to

Try
much beauty a
first place.

it

and you

by

less

not

outbound

way

it's

on less interesting
taking any pictures on
film

If

the

of

leg

possible

to

journey.

get

the

In

"lay

of the land" as well as seeing the scen-

and the return

esting shots at a

trip will

minimum

net interof

footage.

Another pet theory
tried out on the
was the matter of panorams. Long
I

see

how

things

will

will

the waterfront, masts, spars,

trip

pictures as to whether one scheme or
another will satisfy you. If you want
rock-steady movies of still scenery, stop
and set up your camera on a Beltipod

THE ART DIRECTOR IN 16 mm

add

have

I

that

of the

far-away mountains peep thru.

there

I

ery,

to

moving car, with the camera pointing
cut of one of the windows at right
angles to the car's motion. Tall trees
along the side of the road flash quickly
by and between trees the great distances

and waste
the

tried

have was made from the

found, when travelling
in
strange country thru which
expect to
return, that
can make better pictures
shots

in

I

up and

would be extraneous and confusing. But
when filming scenics, you do the moving, so why not film with the camera
moving?
I

I

fencepost
foreground
to

or

establish depth to the scene.

of

traditions

trip,
probhear of others who tried the
same thing but didn't get away with it.
It all depends on what yau want in your

will

all

When we went down into the Royal
Gorge we wanted to show the torrential
stream roaring along the rocks, the
steep canyon walls, and the height of

It

Having broken so many
making my movies on this

ably

few simple

to the scene.

you happen

to

be near a dock at
ropes

and

these interesting things about a ship
can come into the scene and your composition will be dynamic.
There is always something about ships that appeals
to cur emotions, and if you study your
shooting script you will be able to make
the shots in their proper sequence, or
montage.
all

It

is

makes

the montage, or mounting, that
the picture vital.

We

are.

abaut

take a sea trip and it is possible to
show us getting under way without
showing a living person with the proper
mounting. First, the camera moves to
the gangway, we are aboard deck, pen
to main hawser that holds ship to dock.
Cut to closeup of rope being pulled on
board, cut to boat leaving dock, shoot
over the stern and show wake as boat
gets away. If sailing vessel the canvas
is unfurled and being hauled up, cut to
shot looking down on stern deck, wake
now thinning to a long line os our
is
to

f

I

i

ji

IB THfi

ArTRACTlvE FSATUKH
0? THI0y^/VIC]TOR

Harmony of line, the deep.lrich lustre of natural walnut, and
the quiet dignity of antiquefeilver dndow this latest VICTOR
with a beauty that is entirel^new to 16 mm. projector manufacture. Mere physical beauty, however, become? only an “added
attraction" when considered in the light of the mechanical perfectirtn, completeness and supreme convenience of the Model 21.
This
ance

New
will

Victor's beauty will win your admiration. It's performearn your- undying respect and unstinted enthusiasm!

Features include:
Super HI-POWER ILLUMINATION (730 watt) with super-efficient SPIRADRAFT VENTILATION
i6ob FOOT FILM
CAPACITY
New SWING-OUT LENS MOUNT

^

with integral framer and focuser
Centralized 4-in-(
(Forward, Reverse, Still Projection, and'.
Neutral)
RAPID
REWIND, PILOT,

CONTROL

POWER

SWITCH,

L'MONG the several established, "H,andard
VICTOR features embodied in the Model
is
I

the universally famous Automatic Safety TrUf
which provides VICTOR users with PyisiTiVE
Protection against mutilation of Priceless
Films .... a patented relinement not to be had
in any other equipment at any price.

YOUR DEALER

can arrange demonstration which

\

will

reveal numerous other attractive features. Complete as
illustrated (except for 1600' reels), Model 21 is priced
at
$185. (Other Victors as low as $120.)

ONLY

As\ today

to see this

l^ew Victor

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
DAVENPORT, IOWA
NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

mm

^AAatLcryv

Rack-and-Pinion TILT,

LAMP

etc., etc.

—
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with the swelling of
shipshape now
is
aboard and we pan into the crew sitting
the distant
meet
off
to
sail
we
about as
horizon.
Cut to sailing ship cutting
ship begins to

the

roll

Everthing

sea.

camera angle and follow until
almost out of frame line. Cut to
long shot. We now are on the high seas
and your script takes up the action, and
there is plenty of action aboard ship as

across
it

:

she

and

rocks

way

her

rolls

Action, that

ports.

other

to

motion pic-

real

is

These few sketches

comeramon

up

build

composition, and he

help the

will

will

16-

scene,

the

know that no

is

Negative-Positive

picture

other person has a
is

part of him

he

never

is

Home

in

his,

it

on the screen, even

if

like

front of the lens.

Laboratory

Work

(Continued from Page 397)

the hypo will

ond developing

sion so this can be

length

have hardened the emuldone safely. When
all the film is on the drying drum, loosen
the ends and work the slack throughout
the whole film so each turn hangs looseotherwise it will shrink
ly on the drum
It
tight in drying and stretch the film.
practice to wipe the back
is also good
of the film dry by running a chamois
under the film while the drum is revolved. This eliminates water marks
and makes
where drops of water dry

—

—

cleaning

further

Film

unnecessary.

properly squeegeed onto the drying
dry

will

quickly,

which

is

drum

another

re-

When

guide.

The negative

Before printing any negative, it is
out over - exposed
to
cut
frames at the beginning of each scene,
at least, and do other preliminary editing according to the subject matter and
the desires of the worker. Often scenes
can be re-arranged before printing and

eliminated in the finished print.
preparing the negative for printing take about two inches from each
scene or group of scenes having the
same density, and splice them together
in the same order as the negative.
This
short piece of film containing bits from
each scene is used in determining the
correct printing lights for the picture.
After the negative is spliced for printing, it is cleaned by running it through
a clean cloth to remove any dirt particles
adhering to it; this is easily done on the
rewinder, care being used not to put too
much pressure on the film and cause
scratches.
An old linen handkerchief
splices

When

that

from many washings
purpose although velvet

soft

is

is

good

so

printed

it

the

of

is

is

then ready to be
placed on the feed
with a roll of

printer

on its feed spindle. The
then threaded through
the printer, their emulsion sides in contoct and with the negative toward the
two

advisable

are

films

The

light.

light control

is

change the printing

light

and

is

the developing

veloped in the same way as the negative except a positive developer will be
and a much shorter time. Eastused
6 developer is a good one
man's No.
but the following is simpler to mix and
will appeal to those who compound their

—

1

own

44

Metol
Hydroquinone
-

Sodium Sulphite
Potassium Carbonate
Potassium Bromide...-

....16

grains

V2

gallon

a

medium

light

on

the

printer.

positive

as

the

development

identical with negative except for the

For this reason, the behe is doing.
ginner can do well to shoot some positive film in the camera and develop it
as a negative, using the red light, in
order to get familiar with the apparatus
before trying to work with the faint
green light on negative film. When the
film is dry, it can be rolled up on a

and is then ready for screen inspecand any further editing that may

reel

tion

be

necessary.

might be well to give some inIt
formation about negative grain and how
to keep it as fine as possible, even
though the negative films now supplied
inherently

are

fine

grained.

A

fine

grained emulsion is the right start but
exposure and development also affect
the grain size so that care should be
taken to get the most out of the film.
Generolly speaking, thin negatives will
show less grain than dense ones, so the
worker should try to give exposures thar
will
give just sufficient detail in the
shadows with a normal development.
Under-exposure and forced development
is to be avoided as it will always increase
grain size as will

over-development on

normal exposures.

In general, strive for

negative as possible without
socrificing any of the details of the picture, do not force the development, develop in the D-76 developer and dry
With this care
as rapidly as possible.
any of the modern 16mm negative films
will produce results entirely satisfactory
thin

as

a

as to grain.

The worker who has learned how to
and print his pictures has a

develop

process available that will permit many
effects that are not obtainable
on reversal film, such as wipe-offs mode
with mottes as described in the August
1935 American Cinematographer. With
fade and iris mattes, this same procedure will put these effects as well as lap
special

dissolves into any picture easily and
without ony special camera work. Dupes
can be made on the printer, either by
printing a negative and then another
positive or the positive can be made by
reversal

as explained

Cinematographer.

in

With

the July
the

1935

negative-

This developer keeps well if bottled air
tight when not in use and will prove

positive process, the density of the posi-

as prints. At
68° a good development time is 3 to 4
either can be selected in deminutes
veloping the tests, after which the print

thin

—

the Positive

Before printing the negative, the correct printing light must be determined
for each scene. This is done by making
a print of the spliced up test negative
using

grains

175 grains
2’/2 ounces
-P/2 ounces

suitable for titles as well

Making

drum and de-

same manner

fact,

—

a big film saver in the long run.
printed, the positive film is

wound OP

In

formula of the developer and time of
development and, of course, a bright
red light can be used instead of the
green required for panchromatic film,
which enables the worker to see what

When

preferred.

In cold

where needed

according to the timing sheet made up
from the tests. This method of testing
each scene beforehand assures the positive being rightly printed the first time

Water

used.

set for the first

scene and the printer started. By watching the picture in the aperture or the
scene change signal, the operator should

is often
weather, velvet will often
electrify the film so that dust particles
in the air will be attracted to it, moking
matters worse rother than better. Linen
does not cause this trouble and is to be

for this

less

then
printer

Usually
light and this test examined.
two or three such tests will enable the
worker to pick out the correct printing
light for each scene, after which a "timing sheet" is made up showing the printing lights for each scene to serve as a

positive stock

ready for the preliminary edit-

or
is

stronger or weaker

a

and

is

need more
Another test

scenes

light.

spindle

it

developer.

the test print is
it will probably be found

quirement for fine groin results. When
dry, the film can be rolled up on a reel
ing.

positive

and

some

printing

made on

stondard

test for a

in

examined

fixed,

for density

that

this

time

of

the

in

negative.
is

tures.

mm

cleaned

should be given the same time so as
to reproduce the test densities.
When development is complete, the
print

is

rinsed, fixed,

washed, dried and

tives

is

are to
or

in

under complete control, so that
can be made when they
be shown to extremely large size

positives

semi-daylight.

In

fact,

so

many

things are possible to the serious worker,

be well repaid for his expenditure of time and money in learning
develop
negatives and make
how to
prints from them.
that he

will

/

INCREASED SENSITIVITY:
The sensitivity has been increased over
three times, making this new Model 650
a practical and dependable meter for your
indoor photography
as well as for out-

—

door use.

The

New

Weston
(Model 650)

EASY READING SCALE:
411 readings on one scale; well spaced
scale markings, easily readable, on low’er
light values where exposure is most
critical.

SIMPLIFIED
all

Universal

EXPOSURE DIAL:

Re-designed for more rapid use; enabling
the photographer to instantly coordinate

important factors.

CONVENIENT SHAPE:
Designed for greater convenience in carrying, and in use; easily fits the pocket or
camera case.

DEPENDABILITY:
Built by Weston, the world’s leading manufacturer of precision indicating instruments.

LONG

for

indoor and outdoor use

LIFE:
Employs the same dependable, life-time
Weston Photronic Cell, which assures accurate exposure readings and long life.

NEW

PRICE:

$22.50, at

SEE

IT

all

dealers in the U. S. A.

AT YOUR DEALER^S!
Your dealer has the new Model 650 in
stock. See it today. Arrange for a demonstration; or, write for complete information . . . Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 598 Frelinghuysen Avenue,

Newark, New Jersey.
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TALK ABOUT SHUTTERS

LET’S

(Continued from Page 399)

PRODUCTS

CHARACTER

of

an exposure-time of 1/43 of o secso, if he is to match our exposure
on the scene, he will hove to shoot it

SCREENS

ond;

Perfection

“For

Made

jection."

Pro-

in
in

with the larger camera we
at f;2.5, he will hove to
ond if we ore shooting at f:1.9, he won't be able to shoot
at oil, for he would hove to open up
at f:6.3.

all

popular models for every
purse and purpose.

XXX

TRIPLE

ore

BIG

and

BEN
MODEL REFLECTORS are efficient lightPhotography.

FILM STORAGE AND
PROJECTOR CASES

.

.

and luggage manu-

At

Dealers

all

on

On

CO.,

New

520 West 26th Street

York

8

$4.25 100

All

gome,

ft.

16mm

film

now

Send

100

Wanted
join

Film

ft.

City

and

Libraries

group
on
change, special discounts
supplies,
and
buying of equipment
a merchandising plan assales helps

—

increased

suring

—

profits.

exclusive
small

fee.

franchise

your

for

Write today

for

full

particulars.

AFFILIATED

LIBRARIES

FILM

COMPANY
S.

Flower

St.,

Los

if

you're

filming

Angeles

you'll

the

with

o

Calif.

!

never before mode movies, eliminating
the variable shutter and its complication

was undoubtedly a wise move. Today
it
is
different; there are hundreds
probably thousands
af
6mm cameramen who have advanced to the point
where they could use such a fitment
intelligently, and to very good advan-

—

1

tage.

The

New 16mm

PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)
will surorise vou with their fine quality, their beautiful tones and grainless
reproductions, if you have them developed by the

DUNNING GRAINLESS METHOD

DUNNING PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. La Brea Avenue
Hollywood,

(35mm reduced

Calif.

to

16mm)

lens

at,

Here are same of the ways they cauld
their pictures by varying the
shutter-opening
ways that professional
cinematographers are manipulating their
shutters every day.
benefit

—

Most obvious of all, of course,
making of fades and dissolves
the camera. That in itself is enough
the

make most amateurs eager
ing shutter!

is

in

to

far a vary-

say,

f;8,

with

shutter

the

at

90° and get the same exposure as
though we used f;ll and 170° shutter.
Now, when a cloud obscures the light
as we are shooting our scene, we can
keep the exposure uniform by simply
opening the shutter to a wider aperture;
if the clouded
light would be a normal
f;8 light, all we need to do is open the
shutter to 170°
and we get the effect

—

the exposure as

we want

of

increasing

to,

without changing the quality of our

picture.

The same thing can be tremendously
in
panoramming and moving
Suppose we are following a per-

useful

receive advantage of national and local
advertising, window displays, film ex-

Secure

exposures;

those days when small clouds are
dancing across the sun, we can set aur

shots.

Libraries

Film

Affiliated

—

American Cinematographer Handbook,
we see that if we are working on one
of

Obviously, the solution to the shutter

FOTOSHOP, INC.
New York

smaller

ing over the sun, for example, make
such changes necessary within a scene,
they are doubly objectionable. By controlling the light with the shutter, we
can avoid these changes. For instance,
referring to the chart an p. 49 af the

problem would be on adjustable shutter,
whose aperture could be varied to suit
the
shot.
All
professional
cameras
hove such vorioble shutters; in fact,
nearly oil 35mm cameras hove shutters
that con be adjusted; the better types
permit this adjustment while the camera
is running, but oil allow it in some way.
So for os the writer knows, but one
16mm camera (other than the costly
custom-built ones) has this feature. In
the early days of substandard filming,
when cameras were being designed for
the foolproofness that would permit safe
operation in the hands of folks who hod

For Circular.

St.,

the

depth; such changes between closely related scenes are not pleasing; and when
light fluctuations, such as a cloud pass-

as

processing.

include

fast-moving

of

with

is

exposure without alterRemember, reducing the lens-opening increases the depth
of focus, and increasing the stop reduces
the

ing the lens-setting.

be-

fine-grained

as

pictures

camera

get better results
smoller-operture shutter.

as low as $2.19

prices

West 32nd

1361/^A

837

the

short

ing sold.

OTHER FILMS

city

clear

guarantee this film as fast under

conditions and
any supersensitive

To

getting
objects,

the matter of

in

means that the image will
hove less time to move
and blur
than would be the cose otherwise.
If
you're making stills of o football gome,
you wont o camera whose shutter gives

CINE FILM

ULTRA RAPID
PANCHROMATIC 16mm FILM

all

the other hand,

that, in turn,

TO

We

our

shutter-opening has o distinct advantage.
The smaller shutter aperture
means o shorter exposure period; and

A NEW ADDITION

FOTOSHOP

match

to

jects, os for close-ups.

Request

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
& ACCESSORIES

f:l.l

than would the lens on the one with
the smaller shutter; and this difference
would be increasingly noticeable os we
opened the lens to wider and wider apertures, or os we focused on nearer ob-

.

facture.

Literature

—

Now, using the smaller stop, our lens
would hove much more depth of focus

constructed in a manner
fitting to the finest cabinet

to f:1.9

to approximately
exposure

Movie and

units for

ing
Still

If

shooting

open up

Next (and much more important)
controlling

son
into

walking from the bright sunlight
heavy shade. Let's say there is a

good three stops difference in the light
at one end of the shot and the other.
We can begin the sunlit end of the shot
with the lens open three stops wider
than normal
say at f;5.6
and the
shutter closed down to about 50°. As
our actor moves into the shade, we open
up the shutter, ending with an aperture
of 170°. Throughout the shot, both exposure and quality will be uniform, for
we offset the changing light by increasing our exposure time from 1/115 second to 1/32 second.

—

—

The same expedient
useful

ly

in

will prove equalsuper-speed "slow-motion"
undercranked quick-

shots, as well as in

action

scenes.

Again, too, the controllable shutter
prave its worth in scenes of fastmoving action, for by reducing the shutter aperture, we cut the exposure-time,

will

and get sharper,

less blurry pictures.

When

can we expect to find controllable shutters on substandard cameras?
That, ladies and gentlemen, is on the
knees of the gods
and an the drafting-

—

boards of the camera manufacturers.
As yet, only one camera
the CineKodak Special
is
available with this
feature.
The manufacturers state that
the design of most of the present models

—

—
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prohibits the addition of such a fitment;

there

not enough

is

room available

in

•
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STOP SPEED

the camera's cose for such on addition.

However, more than o few whispers hint
that
the
de Luxe, semi-professional
models being quietly developed for the
advanced worker, will include these pro-

Meantime, the thing
to do is to convince the manufacturer
that the advanced amateur really exists, and that he wants a camera capable of more than casual snapshotting!
fessional shutters.

Sweat

Ideas-'-or

(Ccntinued from Page 401

where he

filming.

fascinating.

If

imagination

A

and

speed

perfectly focused

of

shutter speeds.

shots,

in-

side or out, night or day.

lives.

can shoot a close-up so that the city
can be read so much the better. Then
cut in your scenes.
From here on we let you use your own
imagination.
Imagination is important
cine

combines super-speed

)

Let the pencil travel to
a certain point of the first stop. If you

in

that

operation with fast lens

TAKE

Your

Edit

LEICA

with Cat's Eye
The Camera

it

it

That's what makes it
did not appeal to the

would not be so popular.

WITH LEICA'S

LEICA has

range

built-in

can focus accurately

finder,

you

a second.

in

the greatest range of shutter

speeds

of

any miniature camera — one

second

to

1

f ull

a second.

1000 cf

Day With Your Dog
(Continued from Page 403)

Scene 24.
Title ...
I'm going to get out of
try being cute.

I

wonder how
know.

this.

her

switch,

Scene 26.

was

the

leaves
Title

.

.

and outdoor

action

LEICA'S

.

.

There's

.

ain't

it

of

1000 sec. and

1

make

lens

easy

shots

another.

Split

indoor

1.

head and uses his teeth to
scratch another part of his anatomy.
Finally he stops and gets up and shakes

Write

his

-

continuous

are

20

1

of

a second. No

•

U. S. PAT.

NO.

1

.

960,044.

for illustrated booklets.

Don't miss your copy of

"LEICA MANUAL", a new 500 page
all

— Four

phases

LEITZ,

E-

of

Leica photography

dollars at all Leica dealers.

.

INC.

•

Scene 30.

Title

Whata

life,

.

.

Got him that

.

whata

life.

Scene 3
Med. shot of the dog
sitting on the front steps. He is looking
down the street. Suddenly his ears go
up as he sees something.
1

.

Scene 32.
Title
that swell looking lady
moved in up the street.
.

wench.

I'll

she passes,

do one of

maybe

she'll

.

Here comes
dog that just
.

Is

my

she a snooty
tricks

when

notice me.

Scene 33.
Med. shot of the dog
sitting on the front steps.
His head
slowly turns as if he is watching the
other dog coming toward him.
When
he is looking into the camera he sits up

Model F with

.

in a begging attitude.
He sits up for
only o moment, then drops down to o
sitting position again (or whatever your

dog may do)

—

LEICA

.

Summar Lens

f:2

-DEPT,. 56 • 60 EAST 10th STREET,
•
WASHINGTON • LOS ANGELES ©

m CHICAGO

Branch off ces

AUTOFOCAL
CAT’S EYE

himself vigorously.

time.

second Leica shots by Hans Kloss at f:4.5,
Taken less than two seconds apart.

500 sec.

to take.

this feature.

PRICES START AT *99.

book on

Scene 29.
Med. shot of the dog.
He continues to scratch. He quickly

to

camera has

other

that

one thing

speeds

shutter

from one second

Scene 28.
Title
darn flea again.
If

turns

speed

shutter

Summar speed

scene.

Whew! That

.

close.

Scene 27.
Med. shot of the dog as
he resumes eating his bone. Suddenly
he stops eating and begins to scratch
behind his ear.

it's

f:2

its

Scene 25.
Med. shot of the dog
and Mistress. Dog rolls over on his back
and hangs his paws limply in the air.
Mistress smiles, then with a final shake
of

LEICA'S

I

I'll

NiEW YORK CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

Leica Manual
MANUAL

GET YOUR LEICA
AT THE

Scene 34.
Title ... All
got for
that effort was o dirty look. Oh, well,
she knows I'm olive now, and that's
something. Guess I'll go find Bob, maybe he'll ploy boll with me.
I

Scene 35.
Med. shot of the men
asleep in o lawn swing. The dog enters
the scene and jumps up beside the man.

He

leys

his

master's leg

Scene 36.
idea.

I've

head affectionately on his
and blinks his eyes sleepily.
Title

.

.

.

This

is

hod o pretty hard day,

on
too.

Morgan Camera Shop
6305

I'd

Sunset

Hollywood,

Blvd.,

better stay here,

takes o

it

Calif.

man

to

understand o man.
Scene 37.
Med. shot of the dog and
the man, both ore asleep. Scene fades
slowly.

Scene 38.

Title

.

.

.

The End.

—
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ANIMATION FOR THE AMATEUR

GOEPZ
MINIATURE CAMERA

all

German
manufacture,
cameras embcdy every refine-

precision

ment

essential

to this type of phopossess, in addition, an

tography and
improyed focusing finder consisting of
a prismatic telescope
showing a
portion of the image enlarged to 6
.

.

.

diameters. The telescope finder is synchronized with the camera lens, so
that you are definitely assured of sharp,
hair-line

of us

all

"wipes";

make neg-

what

can

else

we do with animation?

BEIRA

these

not

all,

ative-positiye

Announcing the

Of

(Continued from Page 400)

But after

Well, take the matter of titles: we've
seen professional titles in which the

danced around the screen until
they formed words. Animation did it
and animation that any of us can duplicate. Let's say we are shooting on reversal film; we'll begin with a plain
black card, and use cut-out white letletters

ters,

focus.

Literature on Request.
C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 East 34th St.
New York

buy.

which we can make ourselves, or
The business of tumbling them
frame is easy enough, and the

into the

possibilities are

limited only by individ-

Moving backgrounds

ual imagination.

of

geometrical designs can be animated
with the letters, too. But suppose we've
a set of block letters
you know, those
carved wooden affairs you can buy in
a toy-shop or a 16mm supply store:
here's yet another opportunity for titleanimation. Just set up your camera and

—

—

background
about as you

KIN-O-LUX
16mm

celluloid)

Reversal Film

• Performance
• Economy
• Long Life
Dealers

all

West 40th

105

16 n,m

New York

PRIATEB
Professional

SOUND
A

Inc.

Street

Type

tact

—

for

—

Perfect Con-

steady, Semi-Automatic light
motor driven.

change
Model A
Model B._

—

....$295
....$175

I6mm Light Testing Machine to deter.mine Printing Light intensity $145

i'g'ivd

Camera

6156 Santa Monica
Hollywood,

SALE

—

16mm
RENT

Co.

Blvd.,

*

SILENT
EXCHANGE

Lowest Prices

NAVILIO
1757 Broadway

(or

we make

a cut-out of the piston,

valve-mechanism, and so on.

Set-

pressed,

we might use sand, scattered

thinly through the "combustion-chamber" at first, and gradually gathered
together as the piston travels up. The

Brooklyn, N. Y.

of

the

fuel

light cellophane, or tinfoil, with the exhaust gases represented by dark sand.
The use of animated figures has been
rather neglected professionally, but it
can produce results no less interesting
and imaginative
than animated
cartooning. The Kodak Cinegraphs of
"Chip, the Wooden Man," "Doodlebug-

—

—

It

something of a problem,

is

balanced
dolls
times, to keep the
(they have a delightful habit of tumbling just at the most critical moment).
If

you can hollow away the bottoms of

the

mating

them

replacing

feet,

weights,

helps a

it

dolls

lot.

with
lead
Obviously, ani-

a time-consuming, tem-

is

—

perhaps,
task
^toa much,
permit the average man to devote
even a fifty-foot reel to animation alone.
But many interesting short sequences
with animated dolls can be worked out
to enliven films of children. And how a
juvenile audience will revel in such a
sequence
even if it is brief!
Quite a few amateurs of my acquaintance pride themselves at making "still"
enlargements from 16mm frames. Here
again is something that can be combined with animation. For example, animated dolls or drawings could be combined with actual photography by enlarging selected frames
-say every second or third frame of the scene
and
per-twisting
to

—

—

—

using the enlargements as backgrounds
for the animation.
Without doubt, a
skill and patience is required in
making the enlargements, but it can be
done. For quick "wipes" and the like,

deal of

it
might even be possible to use this
method, though there would undoubt-

edly be a more or less noticeable variation in contrast, grain, etc., between the
actual scene and the copied-enlargement

sequence of the transition.
Still,
the
speed of the transition would in many
cases gloss this shortcoming over.

ting the piston, etc., in the proper place
over the drawing of the cylinder, we
secure our animation by moving the cutouts and photographing them, frame by
frame. To show how the air is com-

might be represented by cut-out strips of dark cellophane, and the explosion by cut-outs of

Film

—

the

injection

Calif.

SOUND-ON-DISC

letters

thing that can't well be photographed
in action
yet which is best explained
by being shown in operation. Once more,
animation to the rescue! Our startingpoint this time is a diagram or cut-away
drawing of the diesel cylinder. To match
this,

16 mm

and PICTURE

continuous printer

the

cardboard

—

Booklet “D” on request.

KIN-O-LUX,

the

Now, suppose we're serious - minded,
and are making a documentary film that
illustrates some process like the operation of the diesel engine. Here is some-

for

At

move

and
did

cut-outs.

thing else.
at

Wheels

of Industry

(Continued from Page 404)

any

for

printer,

home-made

or

commer-

cial.

The

Fried

printer

is

finding

its

way

into the professional laboratories according to an announcement from that
concern. It is now being used by Pellex
Film Company in Hallywood and the

Regina Photoplay Company of Canada.
Leica

•

Remote Control

announce a Remote Confor the Leica camera.
It fits over
the end of the Leica where the shutter
E.

Leitz Inc.

trol

ville," etc.,

winding knob is located. Two strings
guided over pulleys operate this mechanism; one winds the shutter, and the

ures fitted with several sets of faces, to

other makes the expasure. In this manner the photographer situated at quite
a distance from the camera, can expose

were made by this method.
These films were made with rather elaborate miniature sets, and jointed figpermit animating facial expressions and
lip-movements; but very fair results can
be had with ordinary dolls
especially

—

the

jointed

variety.

The

principle

of

animating these figures is the same as
animating drawings, cut-outs, or any-

cn entire

from 30 to 36 expophotographs of the
various actions of the animals can easily
be taken. Greater flexibility can be atsures.

A

roll

of

series

tributed to

the

of

Remote Control Device

—

f

.
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when

employed

conjunction with
a long-focus objective. This will permit
the camera to be placed at a greater
distance from the scene of action. Undoubtedly the Remote Control Device for
the Leica will be responsible for many
interesting
animal
photographs.
For
more detailed information concerning
this apparatus the reader is advised to
it

is

in

on

data

and

projection

developing

information that will undoubtedly prove valuable to the ama-

Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Safety Film

author has furnished several interesting
illustrations
in
connection
with
this

• Kodachrome

Inc.

Rolls

and Pockettes

now

is

available

movie cameras of 50-foot capacity.
heretofore

supplied

only

100-foot

in

16mm

Under the

"The Charm

of

title

available

interesting

Packette

or

rolls,

striking

• The Fomo Publishing Company hes issued two new books on photography,
one particularly on the use of the Leica
camera.
Authored by Karl A. Barleben, Jr.
F.R.P.S., Fomo has issued their latest
book in their Leica series under the
title

"The Leica Data Book." This book

sells

for $1.00.

It

is

the fourth edition

and contains more than eighty pages.
Prominent

observations

addition

to

Moving,"

"Photographic
Significance,
Emotion, Effect" and "Something About
Tripods" are all subjects treated in his
individual style.

Data

• The

gives

in

illustrations.

Los Angeles Processes

it

its

tables,

f

values,

shutter

Kodachrome

Angeles 16mm Laboratory
has been equipped for the processing of
Los

speeds to stop motion, film speed ratings, Photoflash exposure table. Photoflood exposure table, etc.
Under Film Data it gives space to the

Kodachrome Film. This is the only laboratory at the present time other than
the home office laboratory in Rochester

various types

that

of

film

available

and

in

chapter on

its

lens

filters it gives factors,
stop compensation and other vital
In addition to this it has

information.

prepared to do this work. It is
understood Eastman will equip some of
their other processing stations with this

can I purchase the
color chart used in recent article
on “Common Sense Filtering’’
A. J., Chicago.

—

This chart

is

made by Milton Bradley

Springfield,

be obtained from
supply store.
It
is
"Color Education,"
primary colors and

and can
any school

Mass.,

them

or

used in schools for
contains all of the
a very good imitation of the solar spectrum.
It also has
a range of rays which can be used for

a

reference.

—Wm.

Stull,

A.S.C.

a piece of information
on splicing Kodachrome film
sent us by an interested amateur
reader that will undoubtedly
is

Cinematographer.

"Water seemed

prove valuable

chrome

to users of

Koda-

film.

— Charles Clarke, A.S.C.

"While editing some

of

this

newer

type film the other evening
found that
the Blue-green image emulsion which
I

to

be of very

little

removing the blue coating. To
keep on using the scraper was to take
a chance on damage to the film support.
To overcome this,
found that if the
Yellow and Magenta emulsions were removed with the help of water and the
in

I

a

clean cloth,

the

last

emulsion of Blue-green could be given a
light coat of Film Cement in place of
water and the scraper put into action
once again. It was found that the film

cement worked on the Blue-green emulsion and made it very easy to remove
without damage to the film base. The
splice was then continued in the regular
way.

and

This process saves

me much

F.

yours for the
in ex-

AMPRO SOUND includes the new RCA
amplifier, 15 watt, inertia balancer, 750
watt, powerful, clear, complete at $650.00
HOWELL FIMOSOUND

—

Several

$700.00

—

DEVRY 16mm SOUND-ON-FILivI
Powerful,
brilliant.
A thoroughly professional
outfit.

Complete

$525.00

RCA New Model Ml

-891 with

its

750 watt

bulb, exquisite fidelity of tone. The most
compact instrument made. Price complete
with amplifier
$500.00

VICTOR ANIMATOCRAPH MODEL 24B

A

powerful full tone instrument with 750
watt bulb, complete with all the Victor

features,
Price

with

amplifier,

ready

to

use.

$540.00

HOLMES 16mm SOUND-ON-FILM

— Unus-

ually fine mechanism, no claws, remarkable
fidelity of tone.
Can use 1000 watt or
smaller bulb, complete with powerful amplifier, ready to use
$575.00

The Bass Sound-on-Film Library is growing
daily. Service within radius of 1000 miles
of Chicago.
Write for further information on any or
all of the above instruments.
Catalogs free
request.
Also Bass Rental Catalog is
yours for the asking.
on

BASS

• • •

CAMERA COMPANY
179 W.Madiscn

St.. Chicago

time

Camera Headquarters for

loss of film."

— George

under-

fully

is

is

asking. Your old apparatus taken
change at best appraisals.

-

I

dried with

PROJECTORS
stood

SOUND PROJECTION
and SOUND ADVICE

BELL &

HOW

help

16MM SOUND-ON-FILM
Here

models, splendid tone, exquisite construction, complete ready to use, priced from

comes next to the safety film support,
was a tough one to remove. Any reader
of this account of mine may better understand what
mean by the Blue-green
image emulsion if he will turn to page
209 of the May 1935 issue, American

film

HERE

is

equipment soon.

HERE'
M'HERE

Company,

.

his

table of contents is
information on Lenses. Under Exposure
in

end Sin^

chapter "What to do About
Landscapes" he will have many interested readers. This type of photography
usually gets under the hide of every
amateur sooner or later.
The chapters "Practical Value in
Freak Photographs," "Photographs of
People," "When Your Subject is Not
In

Two New Fomo Books

v^hichTalk /

of

Character Studies" he has brought out

50-foot
film magazine.

is
V\eadquarTei‘s
ior Pi^ojectors

chapter.

rolls and consequently limited to
cameras with that film capacity, is now

in

Bass

teur.

The second book is entitled "Getting
Ahead in Photography," and is authored

for

Leitz,

E.

Kodachrome 50'

413

well as other

by H. Rossiter Snyder. It sells for 75c
and contains about 60 pages.
The book is divided into nine principal
chapters. The first, "Devil in the Box,"
has to do with ideas and the camera
itself.
The second, "Pictures of Animals
and Birds," is self-explanatory. The

write to

American Cinematographer

•

as

Ryan, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tourists

S
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(Continued from Page 413)

HOM'
sparkle.

India.

35mm NEGATIVE

of the fault

Hollywood, California.

with

positive

two

photo

stock.

you

If

lamps

flood

title

made

are usually

titles

inches from your

The very best

that.

in

lies

black and white

place

will

about

DE BRIE Parvo Metal Camera. Less than 1,000
feet shot. Internal Automatic Shutter Dissolve, Masks, 5CM-F3:5, 15CM-F4:5 Zeiss
Lens. 6
Magazines, Rewind Block, Filter
Hol.der. Sun
Shade, Akeley Precision Pan
Tilt Tripod, Fast Pad Attachment, Camera,
Magazine, Tripod Cases, Harry Van

twelve

and

card you can give

Corder. 13521
land, Ohio.

an exposure of about f:8 and secure a
very contrasty

You should use

title.

good contrasty developer.

Eastman

D.

LATEST DeBrie

the

not

will

be

Follow-

CINECAMERA.

Avenue,

Euclid

230-'degree shutter Akeley Camera XI 34, spe2-, 4-, 6-,
cial focus on film attachment.
and 12-inch lenses. Four 200-foot magaMotion Picture
zines, Akeley tripod, cases.
Camera Supply, Inc., 723 Seventh Avenue,

New York

L,

metal,

all

bayonet

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City; Cable
Cinecamera.

zines,

COMPANY,

W. Madison

79

1

Tele-

maga-

CAMERA

St.,

Chicago,

latest 1935 portable double sound
recording unit with double sprocket recorder,
automatic speed control motor, twin fidelity
Latest type camera motor.
optical
unit.
Complete factory
Nev^ type microphone.
guaranteed, $2,400. This is the only auequipment for sale in
ArtReeves
thentic
Hollywood outside factory. Camera Supply
Co., Ltd., 1515 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,

ARTREEVES

III.

disappointed

in

result.

BIC

IF HA T

your suggestion

is

discounts

on

motion

still,

picture

pro"

lectors, cameras, films,
accessories, soundsilent
library,
trades accepted: catalogue
membership free.
BROS., 1944-C,

MOCULL

of

Boston

Road,

N.Y.

Calif.

following Cinematography as a

and zvhat are the

profession

pos-

EXPERIMENTAL 35mm Sound Camera-Develooing

getting a job with a

sibilities of

6B

—Reel-Printer

Projector

in

SALE

OR

16mm

Head-

Motors Write for Particulars. Dee
nett, 78 Dover St., Brockton, Mass.

Hollywood? 1 have
done amateur work for 10 years
and many claim 1 show fine
promise and my pictures are
comparable to some professional
studio

—Cinecamera.

Cleve-

East

motor,

City; Cable

NEW

type Super Parvo DeBrie ultra silent with
built-in motor automatic dissolve, pilot pins,
anti-buckling device. Four 1000-foot magazines, DeBrie friction tripod, finder, all acLatest type equipment like new.
cessories.

five finest lenses including
latest tripod, bi^h hat. cases,
etc. Price $775.00.
BASS

photo,

and tempera-

ing instructions as to time

Magazines, tripod,
1000-ft.
mounted.
2
Perfect condition.
finder and sunshade.
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City; Cable:

a

mount,

prove very satisfactory.

you

—

RAW

stock

the

of

us

—

SILENCED Bell & Howell with new Fearless
Movement 40, 50, and 75mm F. 2.7 lenses

stock
panchromatic
supersensitive
grayback, $2.50 per hundred feet.
100 ft.,
daylight loading rolls, $2.75 each.
Leica
rolls 36 exposures.
10% discount on all orders accompanied by this coupon. PACIFIC
COAST
FILM CO., 1558 No. Vine St.,

R. C., tloboken
tell

Eastman and Dupont

fresh

—

—A.

From what you

ture,

and 16mm travel and general interest
films from India, one reel or shorter. R. C.
Rigordy, 179 Lower Circular Road, Calcutta,

35

FOR SALE— MISCELLANEOUS

you ore using we would soy that some

will

D ADVERTISING

E

Rotes: Seven cents a word. Minimum
charge, one dollar per insertion.

That is, I want to
get black and zvhite titles that

1

S F

can I get more contrast

in rny titles?

1

—

I
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How

Here's

I

Films Exchanged, Sold, Bought, Cameras,

Sound

Projectors,

Bar-

ROBERT BLOCK,

Write
Broadway,

Films.

1451

me first.
New York

M

City.

TRADE:

Special-built
professional
35mm Motion Picture Camera, Zeiss lens
70-degree shutter, electric motor drive,
Coerz 'Vignette Device. Masks, etc.. Tripod.
Very good condition. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

WANTED

1

&

Howell Cinemotor. Must be cheap. Box
252, c/o American Cinematographer.

Bell

pictures.

—L.

We

have special flat head tripods with trombone legs and quick release clamps for still

Denver, Colo.

C.,

Whether you should

follow

the

16mm

pro-

us

cinematography

you

is

into

We

Here's

How

are

of

to

answer

week passes that we do not get

similar

letter

in

most

would say your chance

nil.

CINECAMERA.

a

We

from an ambitious ama-

curing employment

in

these

for

the studios

men

the

trained

in

with

The

routine

which

possibilities

of

is

have

people

who have had
studios.

on

the

ell,

Bell & Howell, MitchAkeley or De Brie Cameras, lenses, moparts and accessories.
Motion Picture
Inc.,
723 7th Ave., New

tors,

Camera Supply,

New

strongly

urge

that

you

the

waiting

job.

— John

al-

Arnold, A.S.C.

JFHERE

a wide experience in the

can 1 secure lens zvith

a diopter rating as called for in

T

York.

find spectacles of various diop-

one of your articles some time

let

These spectacles are mark-

us say with a

—

As a general
of

the

lenses

ratings you

5 and

10.

cS’.

may
On

.00.

this

That means

one

ters.

—

L.

Guy Wilky, A.S.C.

R., Philadelphia

you can secure

rule

you

1

marked
is
40 which means it has a focal length
of 40 inches. We believe you will find
them from a half diopter up to 5 diopWith

one diopter.

ago on building a titler?

in

list

will

ed

various

work

you

present

other departments are no better as they
also

would

se-

have worked.

getting

Box 248, c/o American Cine-

WILL PAY CASH FOR:

ter ratings.

are not only

of

they

8

matographer.

stay where you are and hold on to your

familiar with the studios, but have been

studios

B.

Film adapter for Dallmeyer speed camera,

York.

Hollywood has a surplus of

comeramen and

or second-

as hardly

teur.

We

pawl
Bell Cr Howell with check
40, 50, and 75mm F. 2.7 lenses
mounted, 2 1000-ft. Magazines, tripod,
finder and sunshade.
Rebuilt like new.
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723
Seventh Avenue, New York City; (table:

ARRI, new

condition and price.
A.
Box 868, Kellogg, Idaho.

shuttle

glad

a

this

SILENCED

Holly-

possibilities are

the studios.

P.O.

l%"x2^4"-

hardly for

of conditions here in

wood and what your
getting

is

The only thing we can

answer.

to

tell

State

Henwood,
Roll

fession of

Printer similar to

hand.

photographers doing color work requiring
super steadv tripod.
RUBY CAMERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh Ave,, New York City.

will

wish
their

want with
to

use

all

the

from the

spectacle counter

Cinematographic
Vol.

1

Annual

Now $2.50

Amateur
Movie Contest
annual American Cinematofjrapher Amateur Movie Contest

'I'he

will close this year on

our

As

November

30.

That

is,

all

entries

must be

in

on that date.

office

usual the

members

of the

American Societv

of

Cinematograph-

ers will act as judges.

None worth

There will be four outstanding prizes.

less

than

$150.00.

THE

CiRANI) PRIZE

P^AS

MAN KODAK

1

offers

BP^LE N HOWP^LE offers
VICTOR ANEMATOGRAPH
with

f

2.9 Focusing

$250 cash

will be

CO.

offers a

$150

in

Eiquipment

$150

in

Equipment

Model 4 Camera complete

Mount, 1" Eens and

a

No.

1

Carrying Case,

value

It

done
or

so.

isn’t

If

$147

too late to start your picture

can be

8mm. Write

in as

for

many

reels as

now

you wish,

if

it

you haven’t already
can be either

16mm

more information and Entry Blank.

CONTEST EDITOR

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
6331

Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood, California

Mitchell Sets Standard

Every industry has

product that

STANDARD,

considered
all

a

is

by which

other products of that industry
are measured.

Mitchell

cameras

is

in

dustry ...

the

STANDARD

the

Motion Picture

all

in

In-

others are compared

to Mitchell.

Mitchell

Camera Corporation
ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

665 N.
Cable Address

CLAUD

C.

“MITCAM CO”

CARTER

Sydney, Australia

AGENCIES

MOTION PICTURES CAMERA SUPPLY
JOHN H. TAYLOR
D. NAGASE & CO.,
London, N.W.
England

1,

Osaka, Japan

Phone OXlord
INC.,
Ltd.

New York City
BOMBAY RADIO
Ltd.

Bombay, India

CO.,"

1

05

i

'^RMINIO CONTI,
Rome,

Italy

H. NASSIBIAN
Cairo, Egypt

